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1.

Introduction
1.1. Maintenance of genome integrity

The faithful maintenance and transmission of genetic information is an essential task for all
known living organisms. However, DNA, the carrier of hereditary information can be easily
altered due to the chemical variability of its building blocks. Living organisms have developed
several mechanisms to prevent the cytotoxic and mutagenic effects arising from the normal
spontaneous chemical decay (such as reactive oxygen species, alkylating agents, etc.) or from
external environmental effects (like chemicals, ultraviolet, ionizing radiation, etc.) 1.
Highly integrated cellular processes are involved in prevention, regulation or correction of
DNA damages. These include a variety of regulatory enzymes that can sanitize and balance the
cellular nucleotide pool. Still, if the amount of hazardous metabolites overloads the
safeguarding performance of these enzymes, deleterious nucleotides can be incorporated into
nascent DNA through replication. Moreover, incorporated nucleotides can also undergo
enzymatic conversion resulting in abnormal base pairing. The potential distortion in the DNA
structure due to the distinct chemical character of these nucleotides may affect the interaction
with DNA binding proteins. Complex multi-component processes, mainly the base excision
repair (BER) and the mismatch repair (MMR) machinery were specialized to recognize and
repair such erroneous DNA lesions. In addition to these repair pathways, DNA damage can
induce signaling responses such as cell cycle arrest, cellular senescence or even cell death that
eventually helps avoiding a malignant transformation.
1.2. Genomic uracil occurrence
Besides of the well-known Watson-Crick base pairs, DNA sequence might also contain a large
variety of modified bases and DNA defects. In my research, I focus on uracil, one of the most
frequently occurring non-canonical bases in DNA, implicated in several physiological
processes. Uracil is usually classified as a nucleobase component of RNA, which is normally
replaced by thymine in DNA. Still, two independent pathways may lead to the presence of
uracil in DNA: non-mutagenic thymine replacing misincorporation and the potentially
mutagenic hydrolytic cytosine deamination.
Most DNA polymerases cannot distinguish between deoxythymidine triphosphate (dTTP) and
deoxyuridine triphosphate (dUTP) because thymine and uracil differ only in a single methyl
group on the 5-position of the former. The incorporation of uracil instead of thymine does not
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cause mutation, since uracil will form base pair with adenine in the same way as thymine.
Uracil misincorporation depends on the cellular dUTP/dTTP ratio which is normally kept
extremely low by two key enzymes: thymidylate synthase (TS) and deoxyuridine
triphosphatase (dUTPase) 2,3. Briefly, dUTPase can efficiently decrease dUTP level by
hydrolizing it to deoxyuridine monophosphate (dUMP), from which TS synthetises
deoxythymidine monophosphate (dTMP), the precursor of dTTP. Increased thymine replacing
uracil misincorporation events due to perturbation of the cellular nucleotide pool have to imply
active DNA synthesis involved in either replication, transcription-coupled DNA repair or
epigenetic reprograming.
Under normal physiological conditions, oxidative deamination of cytosines within the context
of the DNA double helix, is one of the most common spontaneous DNA-damaging processes.
The reaction rate can be significantly increased by oxidative reagents (nitrogen oxides, reactive
oxygen derivatives) 1,4. Furthermore, the likelihood of deamination increases if the DNA is
single-stranded, thus during replication and transcription. Overall, oxidative cytosine
deamination occurs 70-200 times per day in a mammalian genome 1. The emerging
uracil:guanine mismatch can cause a stable point mutation if no DNA repair is performed until
the next replication cycle, as opposite to the uracil adenine will be incorporated into the DNA
instead of the original guanine (leading to C:G to T:A transition on one of the daughter DNAs) 3.
The mutation can alter the transcribed amino acid sequence of a particular protein, so it can
even lead to complete loss of function. The facts that C to T transition mutation is the most
common type of mutations in cancer 5, and that the most common mutational signature in
human cancers has been assigned to enzymatic cytosine deamination 6, indicate the outstanding
importance of eliminating uracil residues base paired with guanine from DNA.
1.3. Thymidylate biosynthesis and its importance in chemotherapy
Thymidylate (deoxythymidine monophosphate, dTMP) biosynthesis is essential in proliferating
cells, as it is the only source of dTTP synthesis which is one of the precursors of DNA synthesis.
As shown in Figure 1, dTTP biosynthesis exclusively relies on dTMP because there is no
corresponding ribonucleotide (cf. UDP and CDP) 7. First, thymidylate synthase (TS) makes
dTMP from dUMP precursor by the irreversible transfer of a methyl group. Then dTMP is
further processed into deoxythymidine diphosphate (dTDP) and dTTP by dTMP kinase (TK)
and nucleoside-diphosphate kinase (NDPK), respectively. Nevertheless, dUMP can also be
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phosphorylated to dUTP by mono- and di-phosphate kinases (TK and NDPK), accordingly this
non-canonical deoxynucleotide may be also available for DNA synthesis.

Figure 1. Overview of the synthesis pathways of pyrimidine nucleotides (dCTP, dTTP) and
deoxyuridine triphosphate (dUTP) in eukaryotes. The main steps of pyrimidine nucleotide
synthetic pathways are summarized, including the step catalyzed by TS that is essential to the
dTTP production. TS inhibitors are shown in bold: 5FdUMP as the metabolite of 5FU and
5FdUR, and raltitrexed (RTX). Abbreviations are the following: Pol: DNA polymerase, DCDT:
dCMP deaminase, DCTPP1: dCTP pyrophosphatase 1, RNR: ribonucleotide reductase, NDPK:
nucleoside-diphosphate kinase, NK: nucleoside kinase, NMPK: nucleoside monophosphate
kinase, TK1: thymidine kinase 1, TK: dTMP kinase, TS: thymidylate synthase, dUTPase:
deoxiuridine triphosphatase, PPi: pyrophosphate.
In eukaryotes dUMP can be de novo generated through two different pathways. On the one
hand, dUTPase catalyze the hydrolysis of dUTP into dUMP and pyrophosphate (releasing a
proton). dUTP is the phosphorylated product (by NDPKs) of deoxyuridine diphosphate (dUDP)
synthetized from uridine diphosphate (UDP) by ribonucleotide reductase (RNR). On the other
hand, dCMP deaminase (DCDT) also produces dUMP from deoxycytidine monophosphate
(dCMP) arisen from either deoxycytidine (dC), deoxycytidine diphosphate (dCDP) or
deoxycytidine triphosphate (dCTP) by the action of deoxynucleoside kinases (NKs), nucleoside
monophosphate kinases (NMPKs) and dCTP pyrophosphatase 1 (DCTPP1), respectively
(Figure 1). Reducing the DCDT function in mammalian cell lines results in a drastic imbalance
in deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) ratios, with an increased cellular dCTP and decreased
dTTP level 8; despite the existence of the so-called salvage pathway in eukaryotic cells that can
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eventually generate dTMP from deoxythymine (dT) involving the action of thymidine
kinase (TK1) 9.
Based on this, the bottleneck of thymidylate synthesis seems to be the dUMP, whose
methylation is catalyzed by TS into dTMP in the presence of the reducing cofactor,
5,10-methylene tetrahydrofolate (MTHF) 3. Since maintenance of proper dNTP pool and
thereby genomic integrity are essential for cellular function and survival especially in actively
replicating cells such as cancer cells, TS is a common target for chemotherapeutic agents 10.
Antifolate derivatives (e.g. methotrexate (MTX), aminopterin) inhibit the folate cycle required
for methyl transfer from MTHF indirectly impeding thymidylate biosynthesis. Decrease in
dTTP and increase in dUTP levels were observed when cells were treated with these drugs 11,12.
Other antifolates such as raltitrexed (RTX or also called tomudex, TDX) or pemetrexed act
directly by forming complex with TS, resulting in the same effect on dTTP and dUTP
levels 12,13.
Fluoropyrimidines (5-fluorouracil (5FU) and 5-fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine (5FdUR)) belong to the
oldest and most-effective chemotherapeutics that are commonly used today as well in
anticancer therapies (capecitabine, tegafur, etc.). The exact mechanism of toxicity is not yet
clear but they have a complex mode of action involving: i) irreversible inhibition of the enzyme
TS by their metabolite 5-fluoro-dUMP (5FdUMP) and subsequent nucleotide pool imbalance
(depletion of dTTP levels and elevated dUTP/dTTP ratio); and ii) misincorporation of dUMP
and 5FdUMP into DNA by polymerases (from dUTP and 5-fluoro-dUTP, respectively) 13.
However, 5FU molecules are also able to perturb RNA synthesis and act primarily by
misincorporation of 5-fluoro-UMP into RNA 14,15. Treatment of 5FU and 5FdUR has a similar
effect on mammalian cell lines as thymidine starvation in TS-deficient cells 16,17. In addition,
the increment of cellular dUTP level has been observed after 5FU and 5FdUR treatment in
many cases 13.
1.4. The role of dUTPase in preventing genomic uracil accumulation
Since dUMP has been shown to be a key intermediate molecule for thymidylate biosynthesis,
dUTPase has remarkable function prior to the action of TS enzyme. As seen in Figure 1,
dUTPase produces dUMP, the substrate for TS and dTTP synthesis, meanwhile eliminates
dUTP therefore efficiently regulates dUTP/dTTP ratio and prevents undesirable genomic uracil
accumulation.
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Most eukaryotic organisms have two isoforms of dUTPase arising from alternative splicing of
the mRNAs due to different promoter and 5’ exon usage 18. dUTPase isoforms in vertebrates
including Mus musculus and Homo sapiens, are translocated into the nucleus (nDut) or into the
mitochondria (mDut). The N-terminal of both isoforms contains the classical nuclear
localization signal (NLS) sequence consisting of basic amino acids. However, the
mitochondrial isoform also has a mitochondrial leader sequence ensuring strictly mitochondrial
localization. The expression of mDut is constitutive, whereas nDut has a tightly regulated
expression profile depending on cell cycle phase 19. The fact that the expression of the nuclear
isoform has been linked to S-phase, corroborates that dUTPase function is mainly required to
control dUTP/dTTP levels during DNA replication in proliferating cells.
The enzyme dUTPase was found to be essential in Escherichia coli (E. coli) 20, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) 21, Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) 22, Trypanosoma brucei
(T. brucei) 23, Arabidopsis thaliana 24 and Mycobacterium smegmatis 25, where the deficiency
of dUTPase led to cell death. However, thymidine supplement could compensate for the
consequences of dUTPase depletion in many cases (in E. coli, S. cerevisiae, C. elegans and
T. brucei, as well). Additionally, silencing of dUTPase resulted in a lethal phenotype in early
pupal stages of Drosophila melanogaster, whereas under physiological conditions, larvae,
pupae and imago maintain greatly elevated uracil content of DNA 26,27. Importantly, the
simultaneous depletion of the uracil-DNA N-glycosylase, Ung1 has been shown to rescue the
lack of dUTPase in E. coli 28, S. cerevisiae 29 and C. elegans 30, and these double mutant
organisms incorporate uracil into their DNA with a high frequency. Highlighting the potential
of this phenomenon, Kunkel used the artificial E. coli strain for his site-directed mutagenesis
method 31. In contrast to the essentiality of dUTPase in eukaryotes, it has been also shown that
several prokaryotic genomes naturally lack dUTPase, based on bioinformatic analysis of
bacterial and archaeal genomes 32. Diverse genetic distribution of proteins involved in uracilDNA metabolism was observed and will be further discussed in detail in section 1.6. Recently,
silencing of dUTPase in planarians was reported to cause regeneration failure and death in adult
animals possibly due to genomic DNA (gDNA) fragmentation. Dual treatment with 5FU
resulted in more DNA breaks and earlier lethality 33.
Recently, a genetic study has been reported where a monogenic syndrome with diabetes and
bone marrow failure could be associated with a missense mutation in dUTPase gene 34.
However, this clinical aspect was found to be extremely rare in patents known to date. Apparent
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lack of genetic polymorphisms for dUTPase in the human population implies that deficiency
may lead to severe consequences which are incompatible with life.
In mammalian cell line experiments, dUTPase disruption was only achieved so far by RNA
silencing where the remaining amount of dUTPase could be sufficient for the viability of cells,
particularly in the presence of thymidine in the cell culture medium, inducing the salvage
pathway. However, several studies have demonstrated that the expression level of dUTPase
significantly affects the response to chemotherapy targeting TS. On the one hand,
overexpression of dUTPase induced resistance to 5FdUR in human cancer cells 35,36. On the
other hand, silencing or inhibition of dUTPase increased responses to TS inhibitors leading to
dUTP pool increment, replication defects and cytotoxicity 14,37,38,39,40. These findings may be
explained by the fact that 5FdUTP also acts as a substrate for dUTPase 40. A retrospective study
including tumor specimens has shown that low levels of nuclear dUTPase protein expression is
associated with higher response to 5FU-based treatment implicating greater overall survival,
while high nuclear dUTPase expression indicates contrary prognosis with tumor resistance 41
and metastatic ability 42. The combination of reduced dUTPase and high RNR subunit R2
expression level was also found to be associated with poor prognostic signal in colorectal and
breast cancer patients. This study suggested that increased levels of dUTPase may compensate
for the RNR-induced genomic stress through prevention of dUTP misincorporation into DNA,
subsequently chromosomal instability and tumor evolution driving forces 43. It has been also
reported that the increased expression of dUTPase can reduce the cytotoxicity of TS inhibitors
with other mode of action as well 11,44. These data highlight the importance of dUTPase as a
potential target in combination with other drugs to improve antitumor efficacy of commonly
used nucleobase- and nucleoside-analogues 45. Notably a novel small molecule dUTPase
inhibitor, TAS-114 was successfully used to enhance the cytotoxicity of fluoropyrimidines in
cancer cells and attained to the phase of clinical tests 46. In addition, another potential route
inhibiting dUTPase action was recently discovered in Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) 47.
A bacterial repressor protein, called Stl was reported to form a competitive, slow and tight
binding with dUTPase from helper phages 48. This specific interaction indicates a novel, special
role of dUTPase in the mobilization of phage-related pathogenicity islands (SaPIs) or other
mobile genetic elements. My colleagues found that Stl is a species-specific inhibitor of the
different dUTPases, however this inhibitory effect is highly dependent on the actual dUTPase
partner 49. Investigation of the interaction between Stl and E. coli dUTPase revealed critical
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structural differences 50 which may provide a promising basis for the development of specific
dUTPase inhibitor peptides or peptide-mimicking small molecules in the future.
Moreover, inhibition of dUTPase could be also a relevant strategy to fight infectious diseases
such as malaria and tuberculosis. In their pathogens (Plasmodium falciparum and
Mycobacterium tuberculosis), DCDT and TK1 are absent while cytosine deamination occurs at
the dCTP level catalyzed by dCTP deaminases. Therefore, the biosynthesis of dTMP relies
exclusively on dUTPase activity highlightening a promising target 3.
1.5. Pathways and enzymes specialized for processing uracil-containing DNA
Since most of the DNA polymerases cannot distinguish between dTTP and dUTP, they
incorporate dTMP, dUMP and eventually 5FdUMP with similar efficacy. The nucleotide
imbalance can lead to misincorporation of uracil and potentially fluoro-uracil into the DNA 51.
These DNA lesions are primarily subjected for post-replication base excision DNA repair
(BER) and secondly the mismatch repair (MMR) pathway. Uracil-DNA glycosylases (UDGs)
are responsible for the specific recognition of the non-canonical deoxynucleotides in DNA and
they cleave the β-N-glycosidic bond between deoxyribose and the erroneous base 52,53
(see Figure 2). The created abasic (apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP)) site is recognized by the
AP-endonuclease (APE) which incises the phosphodiester bond of DNA. After the removal of
the remaining sugar fragment, single-stranded DNA undergoes gap filling by a DNA
polymerase and sealing of the nick by a DNA ligase. However, under either high dUTP/dTTP
ratio or total thymine deprivation, uracils presumably will be reincorporated during repair
synthesis. Transformation of uracil-excision repair into a hyperactive futile cycle may lead to
numerous AP sites, single- and double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs), stalled replication forks
and other potentially yet undiscovered consequences which trigger the so-called thymine-less
cell death 10,54,55. MMR machinery was also specialized to recognize DNA distortions and
contribute to cytotoxicity induced by TS inhibitors based on the finding that inactivation of
MMR (e.g. by the depletion of MLH1 enzyme) led to resistance to the cytotoxic effects of these
agents 56. After 5FdUR treatment of human cancer cells, it has been also shown that
5-fluorouracils form base pairs preferentially with guanines in MMR-deficient cells but not in
MMR-proficient cells suggesting a significant role of MMR in the removal of 5FU 57,58. Finally,
activation of homologous recombination (HR) upon DSBs can be the last resort to repair these
lesions promoting cell survival 59,60.
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Figure 2. Removal of uracil from genomic DNA by BER pathway. Initially uracil-DNA
glycosylase recognizes and excises the non-canonical base from DNA. Then, the APendonuclease creates an abasic site and the remaining sugar molecule is eliminated. Finally,
DNA polymerase incorporates the correct dNTP corresponding to the complement strand of
DNA, and DNA ligase joins the free ends. Nevertheless, dUTP-enriched milieu can perturb the
repair process leading to DNA instability, double-stranded DNA breaks and eventually
thymine-less cell death.
Recognition of genomic uracil is carried out by the representatives of the UDG superfamily.
These monofunctional glycosylases can be found in archaea, eubacteria, eukaryotes and large
DNA viruses (herpes and pox) 61. Mammals possess several UDGs, among them UNG,
SMUG1, TDG, MBD4 are well characterized in the literature. The uracil-DNA N-glycosylase
(UNG) protein is the most active enzyme in the removal of uracil from DNA in human
cells 15,62,63. Two different isoforms of UNG can be transcribed from the ung gene by alternative
promoter usage leading to the mitochondrial UNG1 and nuclear UNG2, similarly to the case of
human dUTPase isoforms. Both UNG isoforms can specifically excise uracil from both doublestranded (dsDNA) and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) regardless to its origin i.e. cytosine
deamination

or

thymine

replacing

misincorporation

but

with

the

preference

ssU > U:G >> U:A 61,62,63. In addition to its high uracil specificity, UNG is able to cleave to a
lesser extent other non-cannonical bases modified at position 5 such as 5FU, 5-hydroxyuracil
and 5-carboxyuracil 64, or formed from cytosine oxidation such as isodialuric acid and
alloxan 65. Furthermore, it has been also shown in vitro that UNG is capable of binding AP sites,
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but with a lower affinity as compared to uracil-containing DNA (U-DNA) 66,67. According to
the role of UNG2 in replication associated repair, its expression level is cell cycle regulated and
the highest in S-phase 63,68. Similarly to the nuclear isoform of dUTPase. Other proteins, namely
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and replication protein A (RPA) involved in long
patch BER were also demonstrated to interact and colocalize with UNG2 in replication foci 68.
Several research groups have demonstrated the importance of UNG2 as the major replicationassociated uracil-DNA glycosylase, and investigated the effects of its disruption for
fluoropyrimidine-induced cytotoxicity. Surprisingly, some of these researchers found that
depletion of UNG did not affect the sensitivity of TS inhibitors 15,69,70,71 or even increased
resistance 72. In contrast to this, recent studies demonstrated that 5FdUR treatment led to
incorporation of uracil and 5FU into DNA resulting in a significantly enhanced cytotoxic
response in UNG depleted, colon and ovarian cancer cells 59,73. Furthermore, cell cycle arrest
was also induced at late G1 and early S-phase indicating replication fork collapse and greatly
enhanced DNA damages in the absence of UNG 73. These ambiguous and contradictory results
were reported studying a variety of cell lines with different genetic background which suggests
a cell-type dependent mechanism of the commonly used anticancer agents.
Besides UNG, single-strand selective monofunctional uracil-DNA glycosylase 1 (SMUG1) is
also an important member involved in the initiation of BER pathway and is more distributed in
bacteria and eukaryotes than previously thought 66. In contrast to its name, SMUG1 is also
active on double-stranded uracil-DNA, although to a lesser extent 63. In addition to uracil, it can
also recognize and excise 5FU, 5-formyluracil, 5-hydroxymethyluracil (5hmU) and
3,N(4)-ethenocytosine. Increasing evidence suggests that SMUG1 can act as a broad specificity
backup for UNG2 in human 74 and mouse cells 75, especially in non-proliferating or
proliferating cells outside the S-phase 76.
The two last, minor UDGs identified in human cells, thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) and
methyl-CpG binding domain protein 4 (MBD4), are both mismatch-specific with the need of
dsDNA substrates. TDG excises uracil and thymine from U:G and T:G mismatches, as well as
3,N(4)-ethenocytosine and 5FU, but with a strong preference for U:G pairs 63,76. Similar to
SMUG1 and UNG, it binds to AP sites, but in contrast, the highest expression of TDG is linked
to G1-phase 77. Compared to TDG, MBD4 has very similar substrate specificity and corrects
U:G and T:G mismatches, generated by deamination of CpG and methylated CpG
dinucleotides, respectively 63,76. In addition, MBD4 presumably has a role in the MMR
mechanism 76. Interestingly, TDG and maybe MBD4 as well to some extent, has particular
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importance in active DNA demethylation, thereby in epigenetic and transcriptional
regulation 78,79. UDGs including those already mentioned, are classified into families depending
on their substrate specificity. Lately, a special UDG, called UdgX was discovered from
Mycobacterium smegmatis and other organisms 80. This enzyme is able to form a tight complex
with uracil but surprisingly uracil excision is not detectable implying another non-repair
function in U-DNA processing.
1.6. The physiological significance of uracil occurrence in DNA
However, genomic uracil occurrence was used to be considered as a mistake that must be
repaired, accumulating evidence has been presented that uracils also appear in DNA under
normal physiological conditions and may have key impact in highly diverse processes. To our
knowledge, either maintenance of uracil enriched DNA, or the induction of uracil-excision
repair at well-defined uracil sites can serve important cellular functions.
Long-term stabilization of uracilated DNA can be achieved by the efficient inactivation or
absence of UDG enzymes involved in the main uracil-excision repair system. As already
mentioned in section 1.4., screening numerous bacterial and archaeal sequence sets for the
presence or absence of key enzymes involved in U-DNA metabolism has revealed a more
diverse picture than previously thought 32. It has been shown that a number of prokaryotes lack
both genes for dUTPase and UNG (dut-, ung- genotype) which is expected to result in uracilcontaining DNA 32. However, even more numerous genomes lack the dUTPase gene but
possess the UNG gene (dut-, ung+ genotype) threatening genetic stability 32. Different survival
strategies could be evolved such as yet undescribed proteins to supply dUTPase activity or
UNG inhibition; exogenous supplement of dUTPases or UNG inhibitory proteins from
prophages 32.
Such specific protein inhibitors of UNG were identified in Bacillus subtilis bacteriophages
PBS1/PBS2 and Φ29 encoding UGI 81 and p56 82, respectively. Intriguingly, genome of these
specific bacteriophages contains almost completely uracil instead of thymine, similarly to the
Yersinia enterocolitica ΦR1–37 83 and the general Staphylococcace S6 84 phages where
potential UNG inhibitors are still undiscovered. Expression of UDG inhibitor proteins in the
infected cells presumably serves as a defense mechanism to prevent degradation of uracilenriched phage DNA caused by UDG activity, thereby facilitating viral DNA replication 82,85.
Notably all the members of family I UDGs except for poxvirus UNG are inhibited by the wellcharacterized UGI, which can mimic DNA backbone interactions by targeting the DNA binding
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surface of UNG 86. Not only phages have their own UNG inhibitor, but a similar DNA mimic
protein was also identified in the genome of S. aureus itself, termed SAUGI 87, encoded on a
mobile genetic element. Interestingly, S. aureus does not have its own endogenous dUTPase,
although dUTPase can be present from helper phages leading to sanitization of dUTP pool and
modulation of horizontal transfer of SaPI via the Stl:dUTPase interaction 48 mentioned above
in section 1.4. Parallel spreading of factors (dUTPase and UGI) involved in U-DNA metabolism
with virulence elements by horizontal gene transfer may also have a prominent regulatory
function determining the fate of both phages and host bacterial cells 32. Another striking
example is human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) which, like other primate lentiviruses, does
not encode its own dUTPase or UNG, unlike other viruses. Following HIV infection, its reverse
transcribed DNA is found to be highly uracilated 88, consistently with the uracil-rich cellular
environment of non-dividing immune cells, due to the low expression level of human dUTPase
and UNG2 88,89. This elevated uracil content of HIV DNA was suggested to protect the viral
genome against suicidal autointegration, thereby promote favorable integration process into
chromosomal DNA and increase viral infectivity 88. Nevertheless, innate immunity pathway
against viral integration was proved to be fully dependent on the presence of active UNG2 in
the host cell, which may degrade viral U-DNA before its integration into the genome 90.
Surprisingly, among eukaryotes there are also organisms or tissues lacking dUTPase or UNG
enzymes. The most striking known example is the case of Holometabola insects which do not
encode UNG. As mentioned in section 1.4., high genomic uracil level (200–2000 uracil/million
bases) was found in larvae, pupae and imago of Drosophila melanogaster 26. In these tissues
uracil content of DNA correlated inversely with dUTPase expression. These findings suggested
that uracil-DNA can be well tolerated and has potential function in a specific developmental
period of the fruit fly. Nevertheless strict regulation of the cellular dUTP/dTTP ratio by
dUTPase is required for early embryonic development as well as during the metamorphosis26,27.
Besides the cases presented so far, where I focused on various examples involving viability
with increased U-DNA level, temporary uracil appearance in DNA at specific sites can be an
efficient tool in mutagenesis to create gene diversity. The naturally occurring precedent is the
somatic hypermutation (SHM) leading to immunoglobulin (Ig) gene diversification during
antibody generation in B-cells. Uracil arisen by the performance of activation-induced cytosine
deaminase (AID) is a normal intermediate in the variable regions of the Ig genes as part of not
only SHM, but also of gene conversion and class-switch recombination (CSR) processes in
adaptive immunity 63,76,91. AID-triggered deamination of cytosine leads to C:G to T:A transition
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mutation upon replication if left unrepaired. However, the activated BER and MMR pathways
also contribute to the mutagenic effect, since subsequent to removal of uracil by UNG, altered
bases can be incorporated by the action of translesion bypass polymerases 92. DNA strand
breaks can also be induced leading to exchange effector regions (in CSR). Consequently, AID
generated uracils in specific regions of Ig loci serve as mutational and recombination hotspots
in SHM and CSR, respectively. Interestingly, a recent study suggested that not only nuclear
UNG2, but also mitochondrial UNG1 isoform may involved in CSR 93. The proposed function
of AID and UNG in Ig gene diversification was consistent with the observations reported so far
based on enzyme deficiency studies. UNG-deficient mouse model developed lymphoid
hyperplasia and B-cell lymphomas, although these malignancies manifested only later, in older
mice 94. Furthermore, lacking UNG activity was associated with hyper-IgM syndrome in human
patients, in addition to increased genomic uracil incorporation 95,96. AID deficiency has been
also shown to cause similar immunological imbalances in human patients and mice
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.

Accordingly, enhanced AID action and/or the consecutive repair processes were demonstrated
to correlate with elevated genomic uracil content, increased mutational rate and cancer
progression in human B-cell malignancies 97. Moreover, enzymatic cytosine deamination of
foreign DNA to uracil by the members of the apolipoprotein B editing complex (APOBEC)
family was proposed to have a key role in innate immunity defending against retroviral
infections 91,98. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the exact details of antibody
maturation and antiviral defense processes of immune cells are still unclear to date, and
therefore the complete mechanism remains an exciting research area to be explored.
1.7. Methods to analyze genomic uracil content
As discussed above, genomic uracil occurrence was implicated as a key regulator factor in
different fields of biology. Hence, various methods were developed to gain qualitative and
quantitative information on uracil levels for in vitro studies.
Mass spectrometry (MS) based methods are probably the most sensitive methods suitable for
direct U-DNA quantification. In these methods, DNA is enzymatically digested to
2'-deoxyribonucleosides or subjected to excision by UNG2, then a high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC) step can be applied for further purification prior to the analysis by
tandem LC/MS/MS
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. Even though LC/MS/MS (and also gas chromatography coupled MS

(GC/MS)) based methods are highly sensitive, they need laborious, excessive sample
preparation that requires costly, specialized equipment and expertise. A special challenge
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concerns the isobaric character of cytosine and uracil bases. Another sensitive method is UNGARP assay which utilizes the biotinylated aldehyde reactive probe (ARP) reagent to measure
AP-sites in DNA resulting from UNG-mediated uracil removal 100. Limiting factors of this kind
of methods can be the need of excision of uracil moieties to achieve detection and the
dependence of enzymatic multistep sample preparation. Thereafter, several published assays
are DNA sequence-specific such as the real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based
technique. This method takes advantage of the specific binding incapability of Pyrococcus
furiosus (Pfu) DNA polymerase against deaminated bases 101. As a PCR method, it allows to
evaluate uracil content only in a limited DNA fragment determined by specific primers,
regardless how many uracils the region of interest contain. Furthermore, overall genomic uracil
content is calculated as an extrapolation, thereby the selected and measured sequence should
represent the entire genome of the organism assuming totally random U-DNA distribution.
Each method presented above has their limitations and they do not allow in situ cellular
detection of genomic uracil residues. Furthermore, no adequate antibody has yet been described
for uracil moieties, in contrary to other non-orthodox DNA bases (e.g. 5-methylcytosine,
5-hydroxymethylcytosine, 5hmU, 8-oxo-guanine, etc.). Since uracil residues also escape
detection by standard sequencing methods, even the highly powerful single molecule real-time
sequencing (SMRT) technology, scientists have to develop new approaches and methods.
1.8. The CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing technique
The basics of the CRISPR/Cas system were discovered in 1987 102, but its real function and
importance have only been deciphered in the last decade. Since then, it has revolutionized
genome editing technology opening up new horizons for not only basic biological research, but
also for the development of applied biotechnology and the treatment of diseases.
Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and accompanying
CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins, shortly CRISPR/Cas system originally serve as an adaptive
immune system in prokaryotes, developed against bacteriophage infections or intake of
plasmids 103,104. Cas endonucleases has been specialized for the recognition and cleavage of
complementary strands of DNA targeted by CRISPR sequences. These non coding short RNA
sequences consist of CRISPR RNA (crRNA) and trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA)
sequences which are responsible for recruitment and specific guidance of the Cas enzyme,
notedly their established complex to the target site
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. Interestingly, short (3–5 bp) DNA

sequences, termed protospacer-adjacent motifs (PAM) were found to be important for excision.
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Further research led to a highly efficient, programmable gene editing tool, including simplified
guide RNA (gRNA) sequence and modified streptococcal Cas9 endonuclease to target any
DNA sequence of interest 106. CRISPR/Cas9 system through the introduction of targeted DSBs
exploits endogenous DNA repair mechanisms to generate random insertions or deletions at the
target locus. To create a more precise CRISPR/Cas9 system, a cytidine deaminase enzyme was
fused to inactive Cas9 which converts cytidine to uridine within the targeted DNA segment 107.
The resulting C:G to T:A substitution can be utilized to gain a desired point mutation allowing
more accurate genetic manipulation.

2.

Aims

Considering the wide range of physiological and pathological conditions where U-DNA level
is altered, expanding our knowledge about genomic uracil occurrence including causes and
consequences is of particular importance.
Towards this end, novel, reliable detection methods providing either qualitative or quantitative
knowledge of U-DNA metabolism are essential. Developing and using a catalytically inactive
UNG2 (∆UNG) sensor protein, we aimed to elaborate a dot-blot based U-DNA measurement
technique, and thereby quantify genomic uracil level in different biological samples.
My goal was to prove that our U-DNA sensor-based method allows in situ cellular detection of
uracils in DNA through an immunocytochemical approach.
Afterwards, I aimed to further develop this specific U-DNA sensor construct to enable
microscopic visualization of genomic uracil residues in complex eukaryotic cells. After
experimental validation of the optimized ∆UNG-based sensor and U-DNA labeling method,
I wished to investigate the nascent genomic uracil distribution, using confocal and
superresolution microscopy. I also wished to develop an adequate U-DNA immunoprecipitation
method to gain position and sequence-specific information by next-generation sequencing.
In another aspect, genomic uracil accumulation highly depends on the preventive function of
dUTPase, which supports low cellular dUTP/dTTP ratio serving as an immunity against uracil
incorporation into DNA. Until now, dUTPase function was only studied with gene silencing in
cell cultures but gene knock-out strategy has not been published. Therefore, we aimed to
investigate the physiological role of dUTPase in vivo, applying CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene
editing in mouse model. Importantly, I wished to reveal whether knocking-out of dUTPase
could result in viable offspring or dUTPase deficiency may be incompatible with
mammalian life.
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3.

Materials and methods

First, I present a list of the used materials and methods directly related to the results of my
thesis, indicating also their detailed descriptions in our peer-rewieved publications 108,109
in Table 1. Second, I describe the materials and methods associated with unpublished results of
my thesis.
3.1. Materials and methods described in our peer-rewieved publications
Related Exact

Materials and methods

paper

Related section

localization of the thesis

Plasmid constructs and cloning

page 2

4.1.; 4.2.

Cell culture and transfection

page 2-3

4.1.2.; 4.2.

page 3

4.1.

page 3

4.1.; 4.2.

page 4

4.1.1.; 4.2.

page 4-5

4.1.2.

page 5

4.1.2.

2.1.; 2.2.

4.3.1.

2.3.; 2.4.

4.3.1.

2.5.; 2.6.

4.3.1.

2.7.

4.3.2.

2.8.; 2.9.

4.3.2.; 4.3.3.

2.10.; 2.11.

4.3.3.

Treatment

of

cells,

DNA

isolation

and

purification
Recombinant protein production
Dot-blot based assay for quantification of DNA

Ref
(108)

and related statistics
Staining uracil residues in E. coli genomic DNA
Staining uracil residues of extrachromosomal
plasmids in MEF cells
CRISPR constructs; CRISPR/Cas9 efficiency
test in mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells
Animals; Micromanipulation and detection of
gene targeting
Cloning and sequencing; Off-target analysis
Genotyping
Analysis of dissected embryos and blastocyst
outgrowth
Western blot and related statistical analysis

Ref
(109)

Table 1. Full list of the used materials and methods directly related to the results of my thesis.
The related sections of the thesis, and the exact location in our peer-rewieved publications 108,109
containing their detailed descriptions are also indicated.
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3.2. Additional description related to unpublished experiments presented in section 4.2.
3.2.1. Plasmid constructs and cloning of the FLAG-ΔUNG-SNAP construct
To gain FLAG-ΔUNG-SNAP construct, SNAP encoding sequence from pSNAPf (New
England Biolabs (NEB)), was amplified by PCR using primers SNAP-Fw (5’-TAA TGG TAC
CGC GGG CCC GGG ATC CAC CGG TCG CCA CCA TGG ACA AAG ACT GCG AAA
TG-3’) and SNAP-Rev (5’-ATA TCT CGA GGC CTG CAG GAC CCA GCC CAG G-3’). The
resulting fragments were digested by KpnI and XhoI and ligated into the KpnI/XhoI sites of the
plasmid construct FLAG-ΔUNG-DsRed (in a pET-20b vector, presented in 108). Primers were
synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich and the constructs were verified by sequencing at Microsynth
Seqlab GmbH. All UNG constructs were expressed in the E. coli BL21(DE3) ung- 151 strain
and puriﬁed using Ni-NTA afﬁnity resin (Qiagen) as described in our publication 108.
3.2.2. Generation of UGI-expressing stable cell line and treatment of cells
The 293T cell line was a generous gift of Yvonne Jones (Cancer Research UK, Oxford, UK).
293T cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco, Life Technologies),
supplemented with 50 µg/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin (Gibco) and 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS) (Gibco). Cells were cultured at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 atmosphere.
The pLGC-hUGI/EGFP retroviral plasmid was kindly provided by Michael D. Wyatt (South
Carolina College of Pharmacy, University of South Carolina, US). Retroviral packaging and
stable cell line generation was done as described in 110. Briefly, 293T cells (1.5 × 106 cells in
T25 tissue culture flasks) were transfected with 1.5 µg pLGC-hUGI/EGFP, 0.5 µg pCMVVSV-G envelope and 0.5 µg pGP packaging plasmids using Lipofectamine 3000 reagent
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. The supernatant, containing
lentiviral particles was collected and filtered through a 0.45 µm filter (Merck Millipore) 36 h
after the transfection. Successfully transduced HCT116 cells were collected by fluorescence
activated cell sorting (FACS) for GFP-positive cells using a BD FACSAria III Cell sorter
(BD Biosciences). For comparison, HCT116 cells were also transfected transiently with
FuGENE HD (Promega) according to the instructions of the manufacturer. UGI-expressing
cells were treated with 20 µM 5FdUR (Sigma) or 100 nM RTX (Sigma) for 48 h before fixation
for immunocytochemistry or collecting them for gDNA purification. For dot-blot
measurements or U-DNA-Seq, DNA of eukaryotic HCT116 cells (as well as bacterial samples)
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was purified using the Quick-DNATM Miniprep Plus Kit (Zymo Research) using the
recommendations of the manufacturer and elution was carried out in nuclease-free water.
3.2.3. Immunofluorescent staining and imaging of uracil residues within DNA
Staining of extrachromosomal plasmid DNA was done as described in our publication 108 with
minor modifications for comparison of FLAG-ΔUNG-DsRed and FLAG-ΔUNG-SNAP sensor
constructs. Briefly, uracil residues were visualized by applying 1.5 µg/ml of the FLAG-ΔUNGDsRed or the FLAG-ΔUNG-SNAP, and then primary (anti-FLAG M2 antibody (1:10000,
Sigma)) and secondary antibodies (Alexa 488 (1:1000, Molecular Probes)).
For immunofluorescent staining of genomic uracil residues, HCT116 cells stably expressing
UGI were seeded onto 24-well plates containing cover glasses or onto µ-Slides (or their glass
bottom derivatives) (ibidi GmbH) suitable for use in STED and single molecule applications,
and treated as indicated. In case of dSTORM imaging, coverslips were coated with poly-Dlysine (Merck Millipore) before seeding the cells. Sub-confluent cultures of cells were fixed
using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, pH = 7.4 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)) or Carnoy’s
fixative (ethanol: acetic acid: chloroform = 6:3:1) for 15 min. In case of dSTORM imaging,
cells were pre-extracted with ice-cold CSK buffer (10 mM PIPES, pH = 6.8, 100 mM NaCl,
300 mM sucrose, 1 mM EGTA, 3 mM MgCl2, 0.25% Triton X-100) containing protease and
phosphatase inhibitor tablets (Roche) for 5 min before PFA fixation. After washing or
rehydration steps (1:1 ethanol:PBS, 3:7 ethanol:PBS, PBS), epitope unmasking was done by
applying 2 M HCl, 0.5% Triton X-100 for 30 min. After neutralization with 0.1 M Na2B4O7
(pH = 8.5) for 5 min followed by PBS washes, cells were incubated in blocking solution I
(TBS-T (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH = 7.4, 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100)
containing 5% non-fat dried milk) for 15 min, followed by incubation in blocking buffer I
supplemented with 200 µg/ml salmon sperm DNA (Invitrogen) for an additional 45 min. Uracil
residues were visualized by applying 4 µg/ml of the FLAG-ΔUNG-SNAP construct for 1 h in
blocking buffer I with 200 µg/ml salmon sperm DNA at room temperature. After several
washing steps with TBS-T containing 200 µg/ml salmon sperm DNA, cells were labelled with
2.5 µM (0.5 µM for dSTORM imaging) SNAP-Surface Alexa Fluor 546 or 647 (NEB) for 20
min in blocking buffer II (5% fetal goat serum (FGS), 3% fetal bovine serum albumin (BSA)
and 0.05% Triton X-100 in PBS), and optionally counterstained with 1 µg/ml DAPI
(4’, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Sigma) nucleic acid stain, followed by several PBS washing
steps before embedding in FluorSaveTM Reagent (Calbiochem, Merck Millipore).
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Confocal images were acquired on a Zeiss LSCM 710 microscope using a 63x (NA = 1.4) Plan
Apo objective or a Leica TCS SP8 STED 3X microscope using a 100x (NA = 1.4) Plan Apo
objective. STED images were acquired on the Leica TCS SP8 STED 3X microscope using
660 nm STED (1.5 W, continuous wave) laser for depletion (in combination with Alexa 546).
Super-resolution images by dSTORM were obtained and reconstructed as previously
described 110. The imaging buffer, consisting of 1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 0.02 mg/ml catalase,
10% glucose, 100 mM mercaptoethylamine in PBS, was mixed and added to samples (labelled
with SNAP-Surface Alexa Fluor 647) just before imaging. The same image acquisition settings
were applied on each corresponding sample to allow comparison. A moderate degree of
deconvolution was applied to the recorded STED images using the Huygens STED
Deconvolution Wizard (Huygens Software), based on theoretical point spread function values.
Fluorescence images were processed using ZEN software.
3.2.4. U-DNA immunoprecipitation
12 µg of gDNA was sonicated into fragments ranging between 100 and 500 basepairs (checked
by agarose gel electrophoresis) with a BioRuptor (Diagenode). 25% of the samples was saved
as input, and the remaining DNA was resuspended in the following IP buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl,
pH = 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 0.01% Tween-20, 1 mM 0.5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA),

15 mM

β-mercaptoethanol,

1 mM

phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride,

5 mM

benzamidine. Immunoprecipitation was carried out with 15 µg of 1xFLAG-ΔUNG construct
for 2.5 h at room temperature with constant rotation. Anti-FLAG M2 agarose beads (Sigma)
were equilibrated in IP buffer and then added to the IP mixture for 16 h at 4°C with constant
rotation. Beads were washed three times for 10 min in IP buffer and resuspended in elution
buffer containing 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), 0.1 M NaHCO3. Elution of uracil sensor
protein binding U-DNA was done by vortexing for 5 min with an additional incubation for
20 min with constant rotation. After centrifugation (13000 rpm for 3 min), supernatant was
transferred to clean tubes. This procedure was repeated with the same amount of elution buffer
and eluted protein/DNA complexes were combined in the same tube. Samples were incubated
with 150 µg/ml RNAse A (Epicentre) for 30 min, followed by the addition of 500 µg/ml
Proteinase K (Sigma) for 1 h at 37°C for removal of residual RNA and proteins.
Immunoprecipitated DNA was purified with NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up Kit
(MACHEREY-NAGEL GmbH & Co. KG) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Enrichment of uracil in the DNA samples was examined by dot-blot assay, then input and
enriched U-DNA samples were subjected to next-generation sequencing (NGS).
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4.

Results

4.1. Uracil-DNA detection applying catalytically inactive UNG constructs in in vitro and
cellular studies
4.1.1. A dot-blot based quantitative assay for detection of genomic uracil in vitro
For uracil-DNA detection, a double mutant UNG2 enzyme (D154N, H268N) was created that
preserved the highly specific and strong binding capability with uracil-containing DNA, but its
function of U-DNA excision was abolished

108

. In addition, the N-terminal 84 residues were

removed from the enzyme in order to eliminate the recognition site for PCNA and RPA proteins
to prevent protein-protein interactions. The ΔUNG uracil-recognizing core was fused to
different epitope tags: His-tag for affinity purification, 1x/3x-FLAG and Au1 tags for antibodybased detection, or DsRed-monomer for direct fluorescent detection, yielding various sensor
constructs (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Scheme of the used constructs with their applications highlighted. The catalytically
inactive (D154N and H277N, mutated sites indicated with black lines) and truncated ΔUNG
(lacking the N-terminal 84 residues) was created from human UNG2. The different epitope tags
(His, 1x/3x-FLAG, DsRed) fused to the ΔUNG uracil-recognizing core are also shown here.
Figure was taken from our publication 108.
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Detection and relative quantification of genomic uracil relies on antigen-antibody interactions
in the developed dot-blot assay. Briefly, uracil residues in the DNA samples can be specifically
recognized with the catalytically inactive, 3x-FLAG-∆UNG construct on a membrane surface,
followed by anti-Flag primary and secondary antibody labelling (detailed in our
publication 108). Genomic uracil levels are then calculated in the unknown samples using
interpolation of their normalized intensities to a standard calibration curve. To record a standard
calibration curve, uracilated DNA isolated from CJ236 (dut-, ung-) E. coli cells were used in
each dot-blot experiment since the U-DNA content of this specific cell line has been previously
quantified as ~6580 uracil/million bases

100,101

. Applying dot-blot assay, U-DNA content of

bacterial strains with (dut+, ung+), (dut-, ung-) and ung- genetic background was compared
after deoxyuridine (dUR) and/or 5FdUR drug treatments. Since ung deficiency was proven to
be a key factor for the increase of genomic uracil content upon drug treatment, Drosophila
embryo-derived, ung- Schneider S2 cell line was then investigated as an eukaryotic cellular
model (Figure 4A). Drug combination of MTX, RTX and dUR, similarly to treatments with
5FdUR and dUR, resulted in a significant increment of genomic uracil level compared to
non-treated cells (Figure 4B).

Figure 4. Measurement of genomic uracil content of Drosophila S2 cells after treatment with
drugs targeting the de novo thymidylate biosynthesis pathway. (A) In the dot-blot assay
two-third dilution series from CJ236 (dut-, ung-) E. coli gDNA were used and served as
standard to quantify genomic U-DNA levels in different samples isolated from drug-treated and
non-treated S2 cells. (B) Bar graph shows the number of uracil moieties/million bases of each
sample. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean (SE). * = p < 0.01, ** = p < 0.05.
Calculations were based on six independent datasets (n = 6). Figure was taken from our
publication 108.
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We proceeded to investigate U-DNA level alterations using a human colon carcinoma cell line
(Figure 5A). HCT116 was chosen because of its favorable features such as chromosomal
stability and near diploid chromosome set as compared to other cancer cell lines. HCT116 is
MMR deficient (lacking hMLH1), thus in this cell line predominantly BER pathway is
responsible for removal of uracil from DNA. Additionally, many isogenic cell lines are also
available differing in their DNA repair protein repertoire for potential further studies.
In our experiments, inhibition of the major uracil-recognizing factor, UNG was attained by
introduction of UGI (derived from Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage PBS2). Expression of the
human codon optimized UGI (along with GFP for tracking purposes) and 5FdUR treatment
together significantly elevated the uracil content of genomic DNA compared to non-treated
cells (Figure 5B). It is important to note that either UGI expression or drug treatment on their
own did not lead to increased U-DNA level. Similarly, transfection with the empty vector
expressing only GFP as a control neither affected genomic uracil content.

A

B

Figure 5. Quantification of genomic uracil levels in HCT116 cells after drug treatment and
UNG inhibition by dot-blot assay. (A) Genomic uracil levels of non-transfected,
GFP-transfected (control) and UGI-GFP-transfected HCT116 cells were measured in the
presence or absence (NT) of 5FdUR treatment. (B) Bar graph shows the number of uracil
moieties/million bases of each sample (mean values ± SE). * = p < 0.05. Calculations were
based on four independent datasets (n = 4). Figure was taken from our publication 108.
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4.1.2. In situ cellular detection of uracil residues in DNA
After we have successfully applied our novel uracil sensor construct in dot-blot experiments,
we aimed to test the Flag-tagged and DsRed-tagged ∆UNG protein for in situ visualization of
genomic uracil residues. Staining of genomic uracils was achieved either indirectly via
immunocytochemistry against the Flag epitope tag or directly via the fluorescent DsRed signal
in CJ236 (dut-, ung-) cells. According to our expectations, using the same labeling procedure
in uracil-free XL1-Blue (dut+, ung+) E. coli cells did not result in any visible signal (Figure 6).
In the uracil-rich milieu, U-DNA staining colocalized with the signal of DAPI used to
counterstain DNA.

Figure 6. Visualization of genomic uracil using the Flag-∆UNG-DsRed sensor construct in
uracil-containing CJ236 (dut-, ung-) E. coli cells as compared to uracil-free XL1-Blue
(dut+, ung+) E. coli cells. Detected uracil residues are shown via immunostaining against
Flag-tag (green) or direct signal of DsRed (red) protein. DAPI is a blue-fluorescent DNA stain.
Differential interference contrast (DIC) image was also acquired. Scale bar represents 10 µm.
Figure was taken from our publication 108.
Afterwards, in order to apply our uracil-staining method in mammalian cell lines, we set up an
experiment taking advantage of the phenomenon that plasmid DNA could form cytoplasmic
aggregates when being transfected in a high amount (Figure 7A). We used ung-/- MEF cells for
transfection with uracil-rich or normal (uracil-free) plasmids produced in CJ236 (dut-, ung-) or
in XL1-Blue (dut+, ung+) E. coli cells, respectively (Figure 7B). Such ung-/- background was
required to avoid degradation of the highly uracilated plasmid DNA initiated by the
endogeneous UNG activity. Plasmid aggregates are clearly visible with DAPI staining in the
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cytoplasm (shown by DIC images). These aggregates are marked with white asterisks for better
visualization. Upon transfection with uracil-rich plasmids, aggregates can also be observed by
Flag-tag or DsRed detection implying specific labeling with the U-DNA sensor construct,
in contrast with the case of transfection with normal plasmids.

Figure 7. Imaging of uracil-containing DNA in (ung-/-) MEF cells transfected with uracil-rich
plasmids. (A) Schematic image of the uracil-staining strategy relying on binding of Flag∆UNG-DsRed molecules to uracilated plasmid aggregates in the cytoplasm. (B) MEF cells
were transfected with high amount of uracil-rich or normal (uracil-free) plasmids. Plasmid
aggregates are indicated with white asterisks (*) in DAPI (blue) stained, anti-Flag (green)
immunostained or DsRed (red) labeled cells. The DAPI signal is oversaturated to strengthen
the faint DAPI staining of the plasmid aggregates. Scale bar represents 10 µm. Figure was
partially taken from our publication 108.
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4.2. Promising applications of ∆UNG-based U-DNA labeling techniques for analysis of
uracil distribution pattern in human genomic DNA
4.2.1. Development of a novel U-DNA sensor construct appropriate for super-resolution
imaging
As our results showed that the presented ∆UNG-based U-DNA labeling approach has the
potential for in situ cellular detection, I aimed to further develop the U-DNA sensor constructs
to allow visualization of genomic U-DNA in complex eukaryotic cells. Since these cells,
according to the expectations, contain lower U-DNA level, in situ detection represented a
significant challenge. The basis of specificity for U-DNA staining was still provided by the
catalytically inactive ΔUNG enzyme capable of binding but not hydrolyzing uracil moieties in
DNA. Nevertheless, in order to achieve a versatile labeling technique to facilitate
super-resolution imaging of U-DNA, DsRed was replaced to SNAP-tag in the C terminal end
of ΔUNG, yielding Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP, thus generating a novel sensor construct (Figure 8A).
The SNAP-tag offers a flexible biorthogonal chemical labelling strategy as it reacts specifically
and covalently with benzylguanine derivatives, permitting the irreversible labelling of SNAP
fusion proteins with a wide variety of synthetic probes 111. To check whether the functionality
of this new construct is still preserved, I performed dot-blot and staining experiments. Results
shown in Figure 8B indicate that the Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP construct is functional and shows
reliable U-DNA detection using dot-blot assay, when compared to Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed protein.
To check the possible use of this construct in immunocytochemistry, first I applied the
Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP construct on HCT116 cells transfected with uracil-enriched plasmids. The
new labeling construct specifically recognized the presence of extrachromosomal plasmid
aggregates in the cytoplasm (Figure 8C).
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Figure 8. Validation of the new Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP uracil-sensor. (A) Scheme of Flag-ΔUNGSNAP construct as compared to Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed. (B) Dot-blot assay was used to compare
uracil binding capability of Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed and Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP sensor constructs on
CJ236 (dut-, ung-) (positive control) and XL1-Blue (dut-, ung+) (negative control) E. coli DNA
samples. (C) Comparison of these constructs in detecting uracil-rich plasmid aggregates within
HCT116 cells. The sensors were visualized through the Flag epitope tag. DAPI was used to
counterstain DNA. Scale bar represents 10 μm.
4.2.2. Imaging of endogenous genomic uracils in human cells by confocal and superresolution microscopy
Possessing this new sensor, I aimed to detect in situ endogenous genomic uracil in human cells.
As we showed previously by dot-blot measurements (Figure 5), observation of uracil moieties
is hampered by the efficient and fast action of UNG, the initiator of the BER process
(see Figure 2). Hence, the UNG-inhibitor UGI was expressed in HCT116 cells to prevent the
action of the major uracil-DNA glycosylase, thus allowing detection of nascent uracils. Besides
transient transfection, I also established a stably UGI transfected HCT116 cell line by retroviral
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transduction of human codon optimized UGI along with GFP. GFP-positive population was
then selected by FACS. Cells were then treated with 5FdUR or RTX. This dual approach
(UGI expression and drug treatment) led to significantly elevated uracil levels in HCT116 cells
either transiently or stably expressing UGI (~400 uracil moieties/million for 5FdUR and
~700 uracil moieties/million for RTX) as compared to non-treated (NT) cells (~2-5 uracil
moieties/million), as shown on Figure 9.

Figure 9. Measurement of genomic uracil levels using dot-blot assays in non-treated (NT) and
drug (5FdUR or RTX) treated HCT116 cells either transiently or stably expressing UGI.
Bar graph shows the uracil moieties / million bases of each sample (mean values ± SE).
Calculations were based on six independent datasets (n = 6). Statistical analysis was carried out
using the non-parametric two-sided Mann-Whitney U test. p = 0.002.
Since dot-blot experiments also confirmed the specificity of the new Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP uracilsensor, I moved forward to apply the new sensor to detect in situ endogenous genomic uracils
in the generated UGI-expressing cell line. Cellular U-DNA level could be readily observable
on conventional confocal microscopic images upon drug treatment in UNG-inhibited cells
(Figure 10A). For visualization of our sensor, photostable SNAP-tag substrates (here SNAP647
or SNAP546) were used. It was also important to modify U-DNA staining conditions such that
to allow further colocalization studies with other chromatin factors. Figure 10B demonstrates
that our Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP sensor can be applied for straightforward staining of genomic uracil
even with PFA fixation. Unlike Carnoy (containing mixture of ethanol: acetic acid:
chloroform = 6:3:1), PFA fixative is compatible with most antibody-based staining procedures,
thus it is suitable for multi-colour imaging allowing colocalization studies. Following either
fixation method, treatment with HCl was found to be critical in order to increase DNA
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accessibility for efficient U-DNA staining and to eliminate the potential of interaction between
the expressing UGI and the applied UNG sensor proteins.

Figure 10. In situ detection of the cellular endogenous U-DNA content in HCT116 cells
expressing UGI with or without 5FdUR treatment. The optimized staining method is capable
of comparable, specific uracil detection in HCT116 cells after either Carnoy (A) or PFA (B)
fixation, followed by HCl treatment. Uracil residues are labelled by our Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP
sensor protein visualized by the SNAP647 substrate. DAPI was used for DNA counterstaining.
Scale bar represents 40 µm.
Next, we attempted to use super-resolution microscopy to have a better track of the uracil
distribution pattern even in case of the low genomic uracil level found in the non-treated cells.
Figure 11A-B compares confocal, STED and dSTORM microscopy techniques for U-DNA
detection. The exquisite sensitivity of dSTORM is apparent from these experiments as it can
detect the low level of genomic uracil in non-treated cells (Figure 11B). We observed different
heterogeneous staining in the nucleus for uracil in non-treated and drug-treated cells.
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Furthermore, images of drug-treated cells show uracil staining with signal enrichment at the
nuclear membrane and areas surrounding the nucleoli.

Figure 11. The Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP sensor enables super-resolution detection of genomic uracil
by STED and dSTORM microscopy. Different SNAP-tag substrates, SNAP647 for confocal
and dSTORM, or SNAP546 for STED were used to label Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP. (A) U-DNA
staining was performed on non-treated or 5FdUR treated HCT116 cells stably expressing UGI.
Scale bar represents 20 µm for whole images and 10 µm for zoomed sections. (B) dSTORM
imaging was also performed on non-treated or drug-treated (5FdUR or RTX) HCT116 cells
stably expressing UGI to compare the sensitivity of these imaging techniques. Scale bar
represents 10 µm for whole images and 2 µm for zoomed sections.
4.2.3. Development of U-DNA-Seq method to unravel genome-wide distribution of uracil
residues
The observation of the non-random distribution pattern prompted us to address the
characteristics of this pattern in a more quantitative manner and try to map it on the genomic
sequence. Towards this aim, I designed an adequate DNA immunoprecipitation method that
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can provide U-DNA specific genomic information by next-generation sequencing (NGS).
This method, termed U-DNA-Seq, is based on the rationale of the well-established DNA-IP-seq
technology. Figure 12A presents the scheme of the developed protocol leading to an enriched
U-DNA sample that can be then subjected to NGS. Immunoprecipitation was carried out
applying our Flag-tagged catalytically inactive ΔUNG sensor to bind to uracils in purified and
fragmented genomic DNA, followed by pull-down with anti-FLAG agarose beads (for details
see section 3.2.4.). Successful enrichment of U-DNA was confirmed by dot-blot assay for
5FdUR or RTX treated, UGI-expressing cells (Figure 12B). Input DNA and enriched U-DNA
samples could be subjected to library preparation and NGS.

Figure 12. U-DNA-Seq provides genome-wide mapping of uracil-DNA distribution.
(A) Schematic image of the novel U-DNA-Seq method. After sonication, enrichment of the
fragmented U-DNA was carried out by the 1x-FLAG-ΔUNG sensor construct followed by pulldown with anti-FLAG agarose beads. (B) U-DNA enrichment compared to input DNA can be
confirmed by dot-blot assay before sequencing. The samples are as follows: 5FdUR treated
UGI-expressing (5FdUR_UGI) and RTX treated UGI-expressing (RTX_UGI) HCT116 cells.
In case of the given treatment, the same amount of DNA was loaded from input and enriched
U-DNA samples providing correct visual comparison of the dots.
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4.3. A critical investigation of the physiological role of dUTPase in a mammalian model,
using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing
4.3.1. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-out of dUTPase in mice
In my PhD thesis up to this point, I have focused on U-DNA detection harnessing the natural
specificity of uracil-recognizing UNG. However, another factor has also a highly relevant role
in genomic uracil accumulation. Namely, the cellular dUTP/dTTP ratio, regulated by dUTPase
enzyme in most organisms, has a decisive influence on the resulting chemical composition of
the genomic DNA (see Figure 1). To investigate the effects of dUTPase deficiency in vivo,
specific knock-out of dut gene was addressed by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing strategy.
For the knock-out experiment, one guide RNA was adequate enough to target dUTPase because
a single gene (dut) on chromosome 2 encodes both nuclear (nDut) and mitochondrial (mDut)
isoforms of dUTPase in mouse (Figure 13). A synthetic, custom single-gRNA (sgRNA) was
chosen, containing both the crRNA and tracrRNA sequences, in order to specifically and
efficiently target dut gene by endonuclease activity of Cas9.

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of the target site of the applied sgRNA for dUTPase knock-out.
Exons are numbered, while introns are indicated as simple lines (for longer introns lines are
broken). Guide RNA (gRNA) and stand by PAM sequences are located in the first common
exon of the two isoforms (exon 2 for mDut and exon 1 for nDut). Figure was taken from our
publication 109.
First, I have tested the chosen gRNA and Cas9 mRNA by the surveyor assay following
co-transfection of mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cell line. As seen in Figure 14, cleaved
products could be observed confirming accomplished gRNA-directed genome modifications of
Cas9 nuclease.
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Figure 14. Surveyor assay showing efficient
CRISPR
genome
editing
events.
CRISPR/Cas9-induced cleaved products were
clearly visible in MEF cells transfected with
target sgRNA (presented in Figure 13) and
Cas9 mRNA. In the case of non-transfected
(control) cells, DNA was not fragmented after
digestion by Surveyor nuclease. Figure was
taken from our publication 109.

This promising result motivated the in vivo trials to produce CRISPR-targeted dUTPase knockout mice (on FVB/N background). To this end, mouse zygotes were microinjected with Cas9
mRNA along with sgRNA, followed by implantation into foster mother animals, as the scheme
shows in Figure 15. Their offspring, the so-called founders, were then cross-bred with wild-type
(WT) mice to eliminate genetic mosaicism provided by germline transmission of the genome
edited locus. This resulted in new-born animals that were wild-type (+/+) or heterozygous (+/-)
for dut gene, separated by genotyping.

Figure 15. Scheme of the experimental strategy to establish dUTPase knock-out mice.
The main steps are as follows: (1) microinjection of fertilized oocytes with gRNA and Cas9
mRNA; (2) implantation of the modified zygotes into foster mothers resulting in mosaic
founders (F0); (3) mating them with WT mice leading to the F1 generation; (4) identification
of dut +/- offspring by genotyping. Figure was taken from our publication 109.
Using the herein described method of knock-out mouse model production led to two relevant
founder animals, numbered as #2 and #4. Both these founders presented CRISPR/Cas9 editing
events. To identify the mono-allelic insertion/deletion mutations, the different alleles had to be
analysed separately. Therefore, target sites from isolated gDNA were PCR amplified and
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transferred into empty cloning vectors. Following bacterial transformation, colonies were
examined with Sanger sequencing. Sequencing results verified distinct random CRISPR events
at the target locus, namely six bp deletion and one base substitution (D6, M1) in mice #2; and
47 bp deletion (D47) in mice #4 (Figure 16).
Figure
16.
Sequencing
traces
encompassing the dUTPase target
region clearly show the CRISPR/Cas9
induced genome modifications: 6 bp
deletion and 1 bp substitution (D6, M1);
and 47 bp deletion (D47) in founder
animals #2 and #4, respectively. For
comparison, WT allele is also presented
including the CRISPR target site
underlined. The CRISPR induced
sequence differences are indicated by
red highlight. Figure was taken from our
publication 109.
Figure 17 summarizes these sequencing results with the predicted consequences on the
corresponding amino acid sequences. In the case of mice #2, (D6, M1) DNA alterations
prospectively cause modified amino acid sequences, including the deletion of two amino acids
and the change of other two. In the case of mice #4, deletion of 47 bp (D47) has a more severe
impact on the genetic code implying frameshift mutation and early stop codons upon
transcription.

Figure 17. CRISPR targeted DNA locus and its predicted amino acid transcript in the two
heterozygous (dut +/-) founder mice (#2 and #4), compared to the WT. Mouse #2 carryied 6 bp
deletion and a C to G mutation (D6, M1) resulting in two deletion and two change of amino
acids. Mouse #4 carryied 47 bp deletion (D47) leading to frameshift mutation and early stop
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codons indicated with dashed lines. Target site for CRISPR is underlined in the WT DNA
sequence. Figure was taken from our publication 109.
One of the most critical limitation of CRISPR/Cas9 system is the possibility of off-target effects
arisen from non-specific nuclease activity 112. Therefore, we analysed the top twenty potential
off-target sites of CRISPR/Cas9 for our on-target sgRNA using the online predictor software
CCTop 113. Among these genomic segments, ten selected possible off-target sites were
successfully tested with Sanger sequencing in mouse #4, and compared to the WT. None of the
sequenced sites had mutations, suggesting there were no off-target effects at the investigated
genomic regions.
4.3.2. Homozygote knock-out of dUTPase leads to early embryonic lethality
Hereinafter, founder mouse #2 (D6, M1) and #4 (D47) were crossed with wild-type mice for
germline transmission of the described dut mutations, yielding heterozygous (dut +/-) or wildtype (dut +/+) animals in F1 generation. Further breeding of heterozygous D47 siblings were
necessary to have the possibility of gaining homozygous, dut -/- knock-out mouse models. It is
important to note that progeny of (D6, M1) and D47 strains did not show any gross
abnormalities or systemic diseases in adulthood, and were fertile through multiple generations.
To genotype the mouse progeny derived from numerous crosses, a genotyping PCR method
had to be designed. As shown in Figure 18A, the optimized semi-nested PCR method relies on
the differing length of PCR products amplified from the WT or the CRISPR targeted D47 allele.
The two-step reaction allowed reliable genotyping not only from mouse tail DNA, but also from
samples with low DNA content, such as early embryos. Figure 18B shows representative
genotyping results using the specific semi-nested PCR on lysed embryos. After heterozygous
crossing, we found all the three feasible genotypes (dut +/+, +/-, -/-) in 3.5-day-old embryos
(blastocysts), although dut -/- embryos could not be detected at later developmental stages, for
instance at 9.5 dpc (Figure 18B).
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Figure 18. Genotyping of embryos produced by heterozygous D47 crossing. (A) Scheme of the
applied semi-nested genotyping PCR where the first amplicon served as template for a second
PCR. The resulting product length reflect the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion event: 370 bp
for the D47 allele while 417 bp for the WT allele. Exon 2 (pink) containing the CRISPR target
site (yellow), adjacent introns (blue) and the applied primers (shown as arrows) are indicated.
(B) Visualization of semi-nested PCR products by agarose gelelectrophoresis. The upper
(417 bp) and the lower (370 bp) bands correspond to WT and D47 allele, respectively. Figure
was taken from our publication 109.
During our studies we have genotyped numerous additional generations derived from
heterozygous D47 crossings. Nevertheless, we never found viable dut -/- offspring, implying
that dUTPase deficiency led to prenatally lethal phenotype. Then, dissected embryos were
analysed in order to pinpoint the developmental stage associated with the onset of lethality in
dut -/- embryos. Summary of the numerous postnatal and embryonic samples generated by
heterozygous D47 crossings is shown in Table 2. We found that homozygous dut -/- mutant
embryos were only observable in such early embryonic stages as blastocyst stage (3.5 dpc).
At later stages (at 8.5 dpc and 10.5 dpc), resorbed embryonic tissues were also seen which may
be associated with the resorption of the dut -/- knock-out embryos. In these cases, the genotype
could not be assessed because of isolation problems from maternal tissues.
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Table 2. Genotype analysis referring to dut gene after dut +/- D47 intercrossings. This table
summarizes all the animals and embryos carrying dut +/+; dut +/- or dut -/- genotype, and also
resorbed embryos with unknown genotype. NA, not applicable. Table was taken from our
publication 109.
4.3.3. Alterations in embryonic development of dut mutants
Since new-born mice carrying the D47 frameshift mutation could not be obtained, dissected
embryos had to be investigated. At post-implantation embryonic stages (8.5 dpc, 9.5 dpc,
10.5 dpc), heterozygotes did not show any visible developmental changes as compared to the
wild-type. To gain information about dut -/- embryos, we started to examine blastocysts, which
is a highly challenging experimental setup.
An outgrowth assay enabled us to get an insight into blastocyst formation, which represents the
first cell lineage specification steps of embryo development, normally occurring before
implantation into the endometrium of the uterus. Following heterozygous D47 breeding,
blastocysts at 3.5 dpc were isolated and seeded to a gelatin-coated surface allowing in vitro
culturing for some days. One day later (at 4.5 dpc), blastocysts were entirely attached and
formed a characteristic structure including an inner cell mass (ICM) outgrowth surrounded by
monolayer trophoblast cells (Figure 19A). Outgrowth of ICM and trophectoderm (TE) regions
were calculated at 7.5 dpc, after four days in culture. In dut -/- embryos ICM clump size was
significantly smaller than either dut +/+ WT or dut +/- variants (Figure 19B). Similarly,
analysis of TE size revealed a significant decrease in dut -/- when compared to dut +/- embryos,
while it substantially differed from dut +/+ blastocysts (p = 0.060) (Figure 19C). In both
aspects, either in ICM or TE size, there was no significant difference between dut +/- and
dut +/+ embryos. Based on our results, formation of both ICM and trophectoderm are impeded
in dUTPase deficient blastocysts.
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Figure 19. ICM outgrowth assay for blastocysts produced by D47 heterozygous crosses.
(A) Representative phase contrast images of dut -/-; dut +/-; dut +/+ embryos in in vitro
culture. The first column shows the isolated embryos at 3.5 dpc surrounded by the zona
pellucida. The second and third columns represent the attached embryos at 4.5 dpc, focusing on
the trophoblast cells or the ICM in the blastocoele. In the last column, outgrowths at 7.5 dpc
are seen. Scale bar represents 20 µm, or 100 µm for images in the last column. Average size of
ICM (B) and trophectoderm (TE) (C) were quantified for embryos at 7.5 dpc. Error bars
indicate standard deviation. Sample size is also provided with n number for all the genotypes.
* p < 0.05. Figure was taken from our publication 109.
During our investigations, we did not observe any developmental differences or abnormalities
between dut +/- heterozygotes and dut +/+ wild-type mice regarding either embryos or adults.
It was of immediate interest to address how the CRISPR-induced heterozygous genotype affects
dUTPase protein level. Therefore, I performed Western blot analysis on total protein extracts
prepared from dut +/+ and dut +/- 10.5 dpc embryos produced by D47 heterozygous mating
(Figure 20A). Densitometric analysis revealed that dut +/- heterozygous embryos possessed
significantly reduced dUTPase protein content as compared to WT embryos (Figure 20B).
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Figure 20. Expression level of dUTPase in 10.5 dpc embryos generated by D47 heterozygous
intercrosses was examined by Western blot. (A) Membrane was probed with anti-dUTPase and
anti-α-actin used as a loading control. (B) Relative density of dUTPase normalized to
α-actin. Every densitometric data point is shown corresponding to the presented blot, and mean
values are indicated with horizontal lines. * p < 0.05. Figure was taken from our publication 109.
To investigate whether this difference is still observable in adult animals, additional Western
blots were performed on organs derived from dut +/+ WT or dut +/- heterozygous D47 mice.
In some tissues, such as spleen and ovary, dUTPase protein could be clearly detected in WT
samples, while it was absent in D47 heterozygotes (Figure 21). However, in other mouse
tissues, no signal (in case of lung) or only weak band (in case of heart) could be found
hampering correct comparison of WT and D47 strains. These results are in good agreement
with the recent finding that expression pattern of dUTPase is highly organ-specific 114. Further
details of gene expression may be explored using quantitative real‐time PCR (qPCR) and proper
statistical analysis.

Figure 21. Comparison of dUTPase protein level in WT and D47 mouse tissues such as spleen,
ovary, heart and lung. Development against α-actin was applied on the Western blot.
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5.

Discussion

Different fields of biology such as phage genetics, viral infection mechanisms, antibody affinity
maturation or even chemotherapeutic approaches in cancer treatment heavily rely on genomic
uracil occurrence and its effect on genomic stability (discussed in sections 1.3. and 1.6. in
detail). It has been also argued that uracil accumulation in DNA may play a more decisive role
in genomic instability and cytotoxicity than the induced uracil-excision repair 59,73. Hence,
specific detection of uracil containing DNA is of high importance for ongoing research of
numerous, significant physiological and pathological events.
With my colleagues, we developed a new dot-blot based method for relative quantification of
genomic uracil content using a catalytically inactive, flag-tagged ∆UNG construct
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(shown

in Figure 3). After primary and secondary antibody labelling, U-DNA levels can be calculated
via interpolation to a standard calibration curve, which could be obtained using uracilated DNA
derived from (dut-, ung-) E. coli cells. We successfully validated our assay on different bacterial
strains and also on the eukaryotic S2 cell line. Combination of ung- genetic background and
treatment with well-known drugs targeting de novo thymidylate biosynthesis pathways (MTX,
RTX, 5FdUR) led to significantly increased genomic uracil level compared to non-treated cells
(Figure 4). When we proceeded to measure U-DNA level alterations using a human colon
carcinoma cell line (HCT116), we found that similar drug treatments on their own do not lead
to elevated U-DNA level. The molecular mechanism of action of these drugs is expected to
generate increased amount of uracil residues via perturbations of cellular nucleotide pools,
although efficient uracil excision repair could quickly erase the nascent uracils from DNA.
Therefore, apart from the rare exceptions such as the Drosophila S2 embryonic tissues or other
cases discussed in section 1.6., genomic uracil content is very low in cells with normal DNA
repair and enzyme repertoire. To allow direct capture of the nascently appearing uracil moieties
in DNA, inhibition of the major uracil-recognizing factor, UNG was important. Using dual
treatment (UGI expression and 5FdUR drug addition) we could obtain and detect significantly
elevated U-DNA content, as compared to non-treated cells (Figure 5). Based on our results,
dot-blot based U-DNA quantification assay was proven to be robust, sensitive and does not
require costly equipment. Hence, it shows several advantages over other quantification methods
(using e.g. PCR 101 or LC/MS/MS 99, described in section 1.7.) published earlier. Importantly,
it examines the entire genome, thus independent on the distribution of uracil, and does not
require enzymatic or complex, labor-intensive sample preparation which may influence the
reliability of the results.
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In addition, our ∆UNG sensor-based method uniquely allows in situ microscopic visualization
of U-DNA, either indirectly via immunocytochemistry against the Flag tag or directly via the
fluorescent DsRed signal. To prove this issue, U-DNA staining was compared in
CJ236 (dut-, ung-) and XL1-Blue (dut+, ung+) E. coli cells (Figure 6). Using ung-/- MEF cells
for transfection with uracil-rich or normal plasmids, the herein presented U-DNA sensor protein
succesfully detected cellular uracil-enriched plasmid aggregates colocalizing with DAPI
staining (Figure 7). Encouraged by these results, we further sought to adapt the ∆UNG-based
U-DNA labeling approach to visualize genomic uracil residues in complex eukaryotic cells.
A versatile labeling technique could be achieved by cloning a SNAP-tag in the C terminal end
of ΔUNG, yielding Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP. A wide variety of synthetic probes are commercially
available which can be applied for irreversible labelling of SNAP fusion proteins,
thus facilitating imaging with different, state-of-the-art fluorescent microscopy techniques.
Comparison of Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP and Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed constructs demonstrated that the
novel sensor shows also reliable U-DNA detection (Figure 8). Afterwards, an UNG-inhibited,
human-derived, model cell line was created by retroviral transduction of human codon
optimized UGI into HCT116 cells. Drug treatment with 5FdUR or RTX in this cell line elevated
U-DNA level, interestingly to different extent (Figure 9). The difference might correspond to
drug-specific mechanism of action, involving potential alterations in signalling processes,
transcription regulation and the timing of cell-cycle arrest. It is well-known that both drugs
inhibit TS, thereby facilitating dUTP incorporation into DNA, while the nucleotide analogue
5FdUR also leads to direct incorporation of 5FdUMP into the DNA 15,51, as described in
section 1.3. Genomic uracil and fluorouracil may have different effects on transcription and
epigenetic regulation processes. It should be noted that our ΔUNG-based method detects both
uracil and also fluorouracil within the DNA 15,64, which might also contribute to our findings.
Although, the combination of UGI expression and drug treatments did not result in any
observable cell death, differences in cell-cycle progression were observed as compared to
non-treated cells. Consistently, the 5FdUR treatment was reported to cause an S-phase arrest in
the second cycle 59,73, while the actual time point of cell-cycle arrest upon RTX treatment is still
controversial 115,116,117. Further work including cell cycle analysis with flow cytometry is needed
to be done to elicit this question.
Using the generated UGI-expressing cell line, the Flag-ΔUNG-SNAP construct was succesfully
applied for in situ staining of genomic uracil in 5FdUR treated cells (Figure 10). In addition,
U-DNA staining could be carried out with cross-linking PFA fixation of cells, instead of
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Carnoy fixation. PFA is a routinely used fixative compatible with most antibody-based staining
procedures, thus suitable for multi-color imaging in colocalization studies, in contrast to
Carnoy. Genomic uracil distribution pattern was also investigated by super-resolution
microscopy using appropriate SNAP substrates for either STED or dSTORM applications
(Figure 11). A characteristic pattern could be observed in drug (5FdUR or RTX) treated cells,
that differed from U-DNA signal of non-treated, UGI-expressing cells, as revealed by dSTORM
imaging. Uracil staining showed signal enrichment at the nuclear membrane and areas
surrounding the nucleoli in the case of drug-treated cells. To my knowledge, no previous
technique has been reported for in situ microscopic detection of human genomic uracil. One
similar method was published earlier, where a fluorescently tagged UdgX was applied for
staining of uracils in E. coli DNA 118, but this tool was not further extended for detection of
uracils within the highly complex chromatin of human cells.
To gain sequence-specific information of genomic uracil distribution, I developed the U-DNASeq method. Briefly, U-DNA immunoprecipitation was carried out applying the Flag-tagged,
catalytically inactive ΔUNG sensor in purified and fragmented gDNA, followed by pull-down
with anti-FLAG beads before sequencing (for details see section 3.2.4. and Figure 12).
Genome-wide uracil distribution data could be obtained by NGS, and requires careful data
analysis. U-DNA-Seq is a direct, feasible alternative to the recently published UPD-seq 119,
Excision-seq 120, or dU-seq 121 methods, all of which allows only indirect detection requiring
one or more auxiliary chemical or enzymatic step(s). Only these methods have the potential
thus far to map genome-wide distribution of uracil within isolated gDNA based on NGS, and
only dU-seq was used in the context of human genome. U-DNA-Seq might be beneficial for
investigation of drug (such as 5FdUR or RTX) effects on genomic uracil distribution, in order
to gain novel insights into the mechanism of their action. Moreover, colocalization studies with
histone markers or other chromatin factors have the potential to reinforce the findings achieved
by U-DNA-Seq, which may shed light on several important biological phenomena involving
uracil-DNA related processes. Such research is currently being conducted in our team.
Generally, the cellular dUTP/dTTP ratio is under fine-tuned regulation of dUTPase action,
predominantly linked to replication. Importance of efficient dUTPase enzymatic function was
underlined by numerous gene disruption experiments in different organisms (detailed in
section 1.4.). Although the essentiality of this enzyme was investigated by gene silencing
approaches in cell cultures, knock-out studies on dUTPases have not yet been published for any
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mammalian species. Therefore, we attempted to generate dUTPase knock-out model mice using
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing to study the effects of dUTPase deficiency in vivo.
After validation of the chosen sgRNA and Cas9 mRNA by in vitro surveyor assay on
cotransfected MEF cells, CRISPR/Cas9 system was used to produce dUTPase knock-out mice,
according to the procedure presented in Figure 15. Two founder animals (#2 and #4) were
generated harboring distinct CRISPR/Cas9 editing events, namely six bp deletion and one base
substitution (D6, M1) in mice #2; and 47 bp deletion (D47) in mice #4. CRISPR/Cas9-induced
D47 mutation resulted in frameshift mutation on dut gene and consequently early stop codons
(Figure 17). In the case of such mutation, aberrant mRNA transcripts containing premature stop
codons is expected to be eliminated by nonsense-mediated mRNA decay, to avoid translation
to truncated proteins 122. Therefore, further experiments were conducted on later generations of
the mouse #4 with D47 mutation. Genotyping analysis using semi-nested PCR of numerous
generations derived from heterozygous D47 crossings revealed that deficiency of dUTPase
leads to embryonic lethality. Upon investigation of dissected embryos at different
developmental stages, we found homozygous dut -/- mutant embryos only in blastocyst stage
(3.5 dpc), but not at later stages, as shown in Table 2. Differences in the development of
blastocysts with altered dut status were analysed in in vitro cultures. In dut -/- embryos,
outgrowth of both ICM and TE regions were significantly reduced as compared to either
dut +/+ WT or dut +/- variants (Figure 19), indicating developmental defects in the absence of
dUTPase. In contrast, no significant difference between dut +/- and dut +/+ embryos were
detected neither in blastocyst outgrowth assay, nor visually on dissected embryos at later
embryonic stages (8.5 dpc, 9.5 dpc, 10.5 dpc). Examination by Western blots showed that
dut +/- heterozygous embryos contain significantly reduced dUTPase protein level as compared
to WT embryos (Figure 20). This difference might also apply for adult animals, but this needs
further organ-specific experimental evidence. Regarding adulthood, progeny of D47 strains did
not show any gross or fertility abnormalities, or systemic diseases during our study.
Taken together, dut +/- heterozygosity and related potential suboptimal dUTPase protein level
did not result in any visible phenotypic change in mice. Still, sensitivity of dut +/- mice to drug
treatments targeting cellular dNTP pool have not yet been investigated.
Our results showed that knock-out of dUTPase leads to early embryonic lethality, which occurs
in around or shortly after implantation into the uterus of mice (Figure 22). According to
literature, the maternal-to-zygotic transition, including degradation of maternally deposited
mRNA and protein sets, and the parallel transcriptional activation of zygotic genome, is
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carryied out by the blastocyst stage 123,124. This argues for the hypothesis that the first several
duplication cycles of embryogenesis can occur independently on dUTPase presence, while its
absence impairs subsequent embryonic development. Based on in vitro outgrowth assays, the
abnormal ICM and TE formation found in dut -/- blastocysts may lead to lethality around
implantation. The fact that resorbed embryonic tissues were observed at later stages (at 8.5 dpc
and 10.5 dpc), may argue for post-implantation death.

Figure 22. Schematic diagram shows the paralel elimination of maternal transcripts (red area)
and activation of zygotic gene expression (green area) during mouse embryonic development;
and the supposed time period when dut -/- embryo dies. Figure was taken from our
publication 109.
The herein presented dut +/- mouse models and early dut -/- embryos might be beneficial for
understanding the exact mechanism underlying lethality. Importantly, genomic uracil
occurence could be investigated using our sensitive detection methods. We hypothesize that the
complete loss of dUTPase enzymatic function (described in sections 1.3. and 1.4.) is the main
cause responsible for the observed fatal outcome. Nevertheless, we can not exclude yet
undescribed roles of dUTPase in protein-protein interactions which may also contribute.
To elucidate this question, targeted point mutagenesis by cytidine deaminase coupled
CRISPR/Cas9 system 125 (mentioned in section 1.8.) is needed to be done to gain a mouse model
carrying catalytically inactive dUTPase protein (through exchange of aspartate to asparagine in
the third conserved motif 126). Targeting separately the different isoforms of dUTPase may also
provide interesting results. Since depletion of Ung1 rescued lack of dUTPase in E. coli 28,
S. cerevisiae 29 and C. elegans 30, multiple knock-outs may be worthwhile to be attempted.
However, in the case of T. brucei, combination of dUTPase and UNG depletion led to worse
scenario compared to cells deficient in only one of these activities 127. Mouse models for UNG;
SMUG1 and double knock-out have been previously reported 94,128, thus their crossing with
dut +/- mouse may lead to viable dut -/- mouse model for further investigations in the future.
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6.

Conclusion

In my PhD thesis, I have presented a novel, reliable detection method providing either
qualitative or quantitative knowledge of U-DNA metabolism. It was demonstrated here that our
dot-blot based U-DNA measurement technique relying on a catalytically inactive UNG2
(∆UNG) sensor protein enables quantification of genomic uracil level in different biological
samples. I also verified that our U-DNA sensor-based method allows in situ cellular detection
of uracils in bacterial or extrachromosomal DNA through an immunocytochemical approach.
This specific U-DNA sensor construct and staining method was further developed, which
allowed imaging of genomic uracil residues within DNA of complex eukaryotic cells using
confocal as well as super-resolution microscopy. I also managed to establish a novel HCT116
cell line stably expressing the UNG-inhibitor UGI protein, by retroviral transduction.
Drug (5FdUR or RTX) treatment of the UNG-inhibited cells resulted in significantly elevated
U-DNA level, thus gaining an adequate model system for investigation of nascent genomic
uracil distribution. To my best knowledge this is the first time that a labeling technique
applicable for in situ microscopic detection of human genomic uracil residues, is presented.
Super-resolution imaging by dSTORM revealed that drug treated cells showed different
U-DNA pattern than non-treated cells. Namely, signal enrichment could be observed at the
nuclear membrane and areas surrounding the nucleoli in the case of drug-treated cells.
Colocalization studies are needed to be done in the future to explore potential correlations
between U-DNA distribution pattern and localization pattern of histone markers or other
chromatin factors. Importantly, I have also described an adequate DNA immunoprecipitation
method (U-DNA-Seq) providing sequence-specific information of genomic uracil distribution
by next-generation sequencing.
We also aimed to investigate the physiological role of dUTPase in vivo, applying
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing in mouse model. Based on our results, we could conclude
that deficiency of dUTPase leads to early embryonic lethality in mice. Homozygous dut -/mutant embryos were only found in blastocyst stage, and we suggest that further developmental
abnormalities may lead to lethality occuring in around or shortly after implantation.
Considering the timing of the maternal-to-zygotic transition in mice, the first several
duplication cycles of embryogenesis may occur independently on dUTPase expression.
Since U-DNA occurrence is involved in the wide range of physiological and pathological
processes, the herein presented dut +/- mouse model and early dut -/- embryos might be
beneficial to gain new insights into the details of U-DNA metabolism.
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The role of uracil in genomic DNA has been recently
re-evaluated. It is now widely accepted to be a physiologically important DNA element in diverse systems from specific phages to antibody maturation
and Drosophila development. Further relevant investigations would largely benefit from a novel reliable
and fast method to gain quantitative and qualitative
information on uracil levels in DNA both in vitro and
in situ, especially since current techniques does not
allow in situ cellular detection. Here, starting from
a catalytically inactive uracil-DNA glycosylase protein, we have designed several uracil sensor fusion
proteins. The designed constructs can be applied as
molecular recognition tools that can be detected with
conventional antibodies in dot-blot applications and
may also serve as in situ uracil-DNA sensors in cellular techniques. Our method is verified on numerous prokaryotic and eukaryotic cellular systems. The
method is easy to use and can be applied in a highthroughput manner. It does not require expensive
equipment or complex know-how, facilitating its easy
implementation in any basic molecular biology laboratory. Elevated genomic uracil levels from cells of
diverse genetic backgrounds and/or treated with different drugs can be demonstrated also in situ, within
the cell.
INTRODUCTION
Uracil, one of the nucleic acid bases present in RNA, is usually considered to be a mistake when appearing in DNA
(1). Two independent pathways may lead to the presence
of uracil in DNA. On the one hand, hydrolytic deamination of cytosine within the DNA, a rather frequent event,

results in numerous uracil moieties, which are mutagenic
since these replacements, if left unrepaired, will lead to an
exchange of a G:C base pair to a A:U (A:T) base pair (2).
On the other hand, most polymerases cannot distinguish
between deoxyuridine and deoxythymidine and will readily incorporate either of these two building blocks depending on the ratio of cellular dUTP and dTTP pools (3). The
nucleotide pool is usually sanitized by dUTPases (in most
cases, these enzymes are encoded by the dut gene), an enzyme family conserved from bacteria to human, to avoid
such thymine-replacing uracil incorporation events (4–7).
Genomic uracil is specifically recognized by representatives
of the uracil-DNA glycosylase superfamily (UDG), cleaving the N-glycosidic bond between the pyrimidine ring and
deoxyribose and resulting in apyrimidinic (AP) sites that are
further processed by base excision repair (8,9). UNG, one
of the four UDGs found in mammalian cells, specifically
excise uracil bases from both double-stranded (dsDNA)
and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). In vitro the enzyme removes uracil in the order of preference ssU > U:G >> U:A
(10–13). UNG activity is somewhat affected by the sequence
context, having a slightly different affinity for uracil in A/T
rich regions compared to G/C rich environment (12,14–16).
To a lesser extent, bases formed from cytosine oxidation are
also substrates of UNG (5-hydroxyuracil, isodialuric acid
and alloxan; the latter only recognized by the human enzyme) (17,18). With a slower rate, 5-fluorouracil is also processed, however other larger 5-halouracils (like BrdU) are
not recognized (19,20). A growing number of results show
that UNG is somewhat capable of binding AP sites, but with
a lower affinity compared to genomic uracil (14,21–23). No
activity has been detected against normal DNA bases or
against uracil in RNA (13) since RNA is excluded from
the DNA-binding pocket due to unfavorable steric reasons
(24,25).
Fine-tuned regulation of nucleotide pools is also of key
importance for genomic stability. Inhibitors targeting path-
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proaches, using prokaryotic CJ236 Escherichia coli [dut−,
ung−] or BL21(DE3) ung-151 E. coli [ung-] and also eukaryotic (Drosophila and human) cell lines with altered base
excision repair background (36,52). We have also analyzed
cells treated with several different chemotherapeutic drugs,
known to interfere with thymidylate biosynthesis and leading to increased uracil content in DNA. Our results are in
good agreement with current reports from the literature verifying that our method is sensitive, cost-effective and adequate.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid constructs and cloning
Human uracil-DNA glycosylase 2 (UNG2) cDNA was
a generous gift of Professor Salvatore Caradonna (Department of Molecular Biology, University of Medicine
and Dentistry of New Jersey) and was cloned into the
XhoI/KpnI sites of the pDsRed-Monomer-N1 vector
(Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA), as described previously (53). DsRed-fused UNG2 was further PCR amplified and cloned into NdeI/XhoI sites of the vector
pET-20b (Novagen, Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA)
with primers UNG F and UNG R (Supplementary Table S1). Point mutations (D154N and H277N) were created by the QuickChange mutagenesis method (Stratagene, Santa Clara, CA, USA) (with primers D154N F,
D154N R and H277N F, H277N R respectively). UNG2
(D154N and H277N) lacking the first 84 amino acid
from its N-terminus (UNG) was PCR amplified (with
primers 1×FLAG F, 3×FLAG F and 1×/3×FLAG R)
and was cloned into the NdeI/XhoI sites of the vector
pET-15b (Novagen) FLAG-tagged (1× or 3×) yielding
the constructs 1×FLAG-UNG and 3×FLAG-UNG respectively. Constructs UNG-DsRed and FLAG-UNGDsRed were PCR amplified (with primers 1×FLAG Ds F,
Ds F and Ds R) and cloned into the NdeI/XhoI sites of the
vector pET-20b. The vector expressing the human codon
optimalized UGI along with GFP (pLGC-hUgi) (54) was
a kind gift of Michael D. Wyatt (South Carolina College
of Pharmacy, University of South Carolina). Primers used
in this study were synthesized by Eurofins MWG GmbH
(Ebersberg, Germany) and are summarized in Supplementary Table S1. All constructs were verified by sequencing at
Eurofins MWG GmbH.
Cell culture and transfection
The MLH1-deficient (a mismatch repair deficient) human
colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line, HCT116, was purchased from the European Collection of Cell Cultures
(ECACC, Salisbury, UK). Mouse embryonic fibroblast
(MEF) cells lacking functional UNG (55) were a generous
gift from Dr Hilde Nilsen (University of Oslo). HCT116
cells were cultured in McCoy’s 5A medium (Gibco, Life
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) while MEF cells in
DMEM/F12 HAM (Sigma); supplemented with 50 g/ml
Penicillin-Streptomycin (Gibco) and 10% FBS (Gibco) in
a humidified 37◦ C incubator with 5% CO2 atmosphere.
Schneider S2 cells (derived from Drosophila melanogaster)
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ways involved in proper dUTP/dTTP pool maintenance,
such as the de novo thymidylate biosynthesis pathways, induce thymine-less cell death and are a focus of cancer treatment (26). Importantly, genomic uracil may also appear under normal physiological conditions. In the most extreme
cases of specific bacteriophages, such as in Bacillus subtilis PBS1 and PBS2 phages, and the Yersinia enterocolitica R1–37 phage, the phage DNA contains deoxyuridine but no deoxythymidine (27–30). Uracil in DNA was
implicated as a key factor in B lymphocyte function during somatic hypermutation and class-switch recombination
(31–33). The surprisingly high uracil content (estimated as
>25 000 uracil/million bases) of reverse-transcribed HIV
genomic DNA has been suggested to play an important role
in the viral life cycle (34). DNA from fruit fly larvae and pupae also contains highly elevated levels of uracil (200–2000
uracil/million bases) (35,36).
As summarized above, several different fields in biology from phage genetics to lentiviral infection mechanisms,
from antibody maturation and Drosophila development to
chemotherapeutic approaches in cancer treatment heavily
rely on genomic uracil occurrence. Hence, a reliable, fast,
cheap and easy method to gain quantitative and qualitative
information on uracil levels in DNA is of high importance
for in vitro and in vivo studies. Currently available genomic
uracil quantification methods vary in specificity, sensitivity and price. Even though LC/MS/MS based methods are
sensitive, they need laborious, excessive sample preparation
that involves nucleotide or uracil hydrolysis of the samples
(37–42). Chemical modification of uracil moieties to enhance detection also provides a highly sensitive method but
needs several steps in sample preparation (43,44). Real-time
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based techniques reflect
the uracil content only on a limited DNA fragment, and total genomic uracil content is calculated as an extrapolation
based on the assumption that uracil residues are evenly distributed throughout the genome (45) –– although this may
not be always the case.
Most techniques reported to date that aim to quantify genomic uracil levels excise uracil from DNA during the process and do not allow in situ cellular detection. Interestingly,
for detection of numerous other non-orthodox DNA bases
such as 5-methylcytosine (46), 5-hydroxymethylcytosine
(47), 5-hydroxymethyluracil (48), thymine dimers (49), 8oxo-guanine (50) and 8-nitroguanine (51), antibodies have
been described. To our knowledge, no such method has yet
been reported for the uracil moieties in DNA.
In the present work, we therefore aimed at designing a uracil sensor by applying a catalytically inactive
UNG uracil-DNA glycosylase, which is capable of binding to but not excising uracil (22). The uracil-recognizing
UNG sensor was designed in such a way that it can be detected either with conventional antibodies in dot-blot applications or also in situ using an immunocytochemical approach. Our method is a relative quantification approach
that delivers the sensitivity of MS based approaches, reaching a femtomol uracil detection limit. It may also be developed further as a ChiP like approach to gain positionand sequence-specific information on genomic uracil content. Performance of the herein described uracil sensor has
been analyzed in dot-blot and immunocytochemical ap-
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were purchased from Gibco and were cultured in Schneider Insect Medium (Sigma) supplemented with 10% FBS
(Gibco) and 50 g/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin (Gibco) and
kept in a 26◦ C incubator.
R
HCT116 cells were transfected with FuGENE
HD
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA) in T25 tissue culture flasks
according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. For immunocytochemistry MEF cells were transfected in a 6-well
plate with 4 g of normal pEGFP-N1 (purified from XL1Blue [dut+, ung+] E. coli cells) or uracil-rich pEGFP-N1
vector (purified from CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli cells) and
R
12 l FuGENE
HD transfection reagent according to
the recommendation of the manufacturer. After 16 h cells
were thoroughly trypsinized and washed with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) extensively (to wash away extracellular plasmid aggregates attached to the cell surface) and finally splitted onto 24-well plates containing poly-L-lysine
coated cover glasses.

Plasmid DNA. pEGFP-N1 plasmid (Clontech) was transformed into XL1-Blue [dut+, ung+] (Stratagene) or CJ236
[dut−, ung−] (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA) E. coli strains.
Cell cultures were grown for 16 h in Luria broth (LB) media supplemented with kanamycin at 37◦ C, and the plasmids were purified using PureYieldTM Plasmid Midiprep
Kit (Promega) according to the instructions of the manufacturer.
Genomic DNA. XL1-Blue, BL21(DE3) ung-151 (56) and
CJ236 E. coli strains were propagated in LB media at 37◦ C
and were harvested at log-phase (A600nm = 0.5). BL21(DE3)
ung-151 cells were also grown either in the presence of
30.7 M 5-fluoro-2 -deoxyuridine (5FdUR) or 200 M 2 deoxyuridine (dUR) or in the presence of both drugs. Genomic DNA was purified with MasterPureTM DNA Purification Kit (Epicentre, Madison, WI, USA), followed by an
additional purification with the Genomic DNA Clean &
Concentrator Kit (ZYMO Research, Irvine, CA, USA) using the recommendations of the manufacturer. Drosophila
Schneider S2 cells were grown either in the absence or
presence of 100 M 5FdUR, 500 M dUR or 10 M
methotrexate (MTX), 100 nM raltitrexed (RTX), 500 M
dUR for 48 h. Genomic DNA of S2 cells was purified as
above. Forty hours before treatment, HCT116 cells were
transfected either with the UGI-GFP expressing vector or
with an empty vector expressing GFP alone (pEGFP-N1).
Both transfected and non-transfected cells were grown for
an additional 48 hours in the presence or absence of 20 M
5FdUR before collecting them for genomic DNA purification described as above.
Recombinant protein production
All UNG constructs were expressed in the E. coli
BL21(DE3) ung-151 strain and purified using Ni-NTA
affinity resin (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Transformed
cells growing in LB medium were induced at A600nm =
0.6 with 0.6 mM isopropyl-␤-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) for 24 h at 18◦ C. Cells were harvested and lyzed in

Assay for testing UNG activity
A total of 150 ng of SmaI (NEB) linearized pEGFP-N1 or
uracil-rich pEGFP-N1 vector was incubated with 0.02 g
of each UNG constructs (hUNG2-DsRed WT, hUNG2DsRed, 1×-Flag-UNG, 3×-Flag-UNG, Flag-UNGDsRed, UNG-DsRed) for 1 h at 37◦ C in a final volume of
11 l, in Endo IV buffer (50 mM Tris-acetate (pH 7.5), 50
mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05% Triton X-100; Fermentas,
Waltham, MA, USA). One unit of Endonuclease IV (Fermentas) was added to the reaction mixture and was further
incubated for 1 h at 37◦ C. Endonuclease IV (Endo IV) is
apurinic/AP endonuclease that will hydrolyse AP sites in
DNA. AP sites are cleaved at the phosphodiester bond that
is 5 to the lesion leaving a hydroxyl group at the 3 terminus
and a deoxyribose 5 -phosphate at the 5 terminus. UNG
and Endo IV treatment leads to nicks in the phosphodiester
backbone of the DNA, resulting in extensive fragmentation of uracil-rich DNA. Reaction was stopped by adding 4
l of inactivation mixture containing 2.5% sodium dodecyl
sulfate, 2.5 mg/ml Proteinase K (Sigma) and 1.5× concentrated DNA Loading Dye (Fermentas). Standard agarose
gel electrophoresis was performed in a 1% gel.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)
A total of 100 ng of SmaI (NEB) linearized pEGFPN1 or uracil-rich pEGFP-N1 vector was incubated with
a series of two-fold dilution of the different UNG constructs (hUNG2-DsRed WT, hUNG2-DsRed, 1×-FlagUNG, 3×-Flag-UNG, Flag-UNG-DsRed, UNGDsRed) starting with 1 g of protein, for 5 min at room temperature in UNG buffer (30 mM TRIS·HCl; 140 mM NaCl;
0,01% Tween-20; 1 mM EDTA; 15 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol;
pH = 7.4). Standard agarose gel electrophoresis was performed in a 0.75% gel.
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Treatment of cells, DNA isolation and purification

lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS·HCl, pH = 8.0, 300 mM NaCl,
0.5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 0.1% Triton X-100, 10 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 5 mM benzamidine, 1×cOmplete
ULTRATM EDTA free protease inhibitor cocktail tablet
(Roche), 0.1 mg/ml lysozyme, 0.1 mg/ml DNase (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO, USA) and 0.01 mg/ml RNAse A (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA)) assisted with sonication. Cell
debris was pelleted by centrifugation at 20 000 × g for 30
min. Supernatant was applied onto a Ni-NTA column and
washed with a set of washing buffers: low salt buffer (50 mM
HEPES, pH = 7.5, 30 mM KCl, 5 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol),
high salt buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH = 7.5, 300 mM KCl, 5
mM ␤-mercaptoethanol) and very high salt buffer (50 mM
HEPES, pH = 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 40 mM Imidazole, 5 mM
␤-mercaptoethanol). UNG constructs were finally eluted
with elution buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH = 7.5, 30 mM KCl,
300 mM imidazole, 5 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol) and dialyzed
against the following buffer: 30 mM Tris·HCl, pH = 7.4,
140 mM NaCl, 0.01% Tween-20, 1 mM EDTA, 15 mM ␤mercaptoethanol.
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Dot-blot based assay for quantification of DNA

1−GC%
2

× (Md AMP + MdT MP − 2MH2 O )

where MdGMP = 347.2 g/mol, MdCMP = 307.2 g/mol,
MdAMP = 331.2 g/mol, MdTMP = 322.2 g/mol, MH2O =
18.0 g/mol, are the respective molecular weights of the given
compounds; dGMP-dCMP percentage (GC%) of the E. coli
genome is 50.7% and is 42.1% for D. melanogaster (based
on NCBI genome database, average of reference genomes).
Calculated values were 308.95 g/mol and 308.90 g/mol for
E. coli (ME.coli ) and D. melanogaster (MD.melanogaster ), respectively. The very slight difference between ME.coli and
MD.melanogaster was neglected during further analysis.
In each dot of the standard samples, the mass of noncarrier uracil-containing DNA was known and termed as
mdot, stand . The number of DNA nucleotides present in each
dot of the standard samples were calculated using the fol-

n U,standard = 6580/1000000 × n E. coli
Calibration curve from the dilution of the standard was visualized the following way for quantification: the amount
of uracil in each dot of the standard samples (nU, standard )
were plotted against the corresponding normalized intensity values (Inorm, standard ). Values were fitted with a polynomial with the least order that provided a fit with R2 ≥
of uracil
in the ‘unknown’ genomic DNAs
0.99. The number
million bases
were determined by interpolating their normalized intensities (Inorm, unknown ) in the calibration plot based on the
amount of DNA applied (mdot, unknown ).
Statistics
Statistical analysis was carried out by InStat 3.05 software
(GraphPad Software, San Diego CA, USA) using the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test or one-way ANOVA test
with Student-Newman-Keuls multiple comparison posthoc test when samples passed equal variance (Bartlett’s test)
and normal distribution tests (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).
Differences were considered statistically significant at P <
0.05.
Western blot
Cells were collected, washed with PBS, and resuspended in
lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS·HCl pH = 7.4; 140 mM NaCl;
0,4% NP-40; 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT); 1 mM EDTA,
1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride; 5 mM benzamidin,
1×cOmplete ULTRATM EDTA free protease inhibitor
cocktail tablet (Roche)). Cell lysis was assisted with sonication. Insoluble fraction was removed by centrifugation (20
000 × g × 15 min at 4◦ C). Protein concentration was measured with BioRad Protein Assay to ensure equivalent total
protein load per lane. Proteins were resolved under denaturing and reducing conditions on a 12% polyacrylamide
gel and transferred to PDVF membrane (Immobilon-P,
Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Membranes were
blocked with 5% non-fat dried milk and were developed
against GFP (1:2000, Molecular probes, Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) and actin (1:500, Sigma) for loading control. After applying horseradish peroxidase coupled
secondary antibodies (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), immunoreactive bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (GE Healthcare) and images were captured by a BioRad ChemiDocTM MP Imaging system.
Staining uracil residues in E. coli genomic DNA
Immunofluorescence staining was done based on the work
of (57) with modifications. Briefly, 500 l of XL1-Blue
[dut+, ung+] and CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli cells were collected in log-phase (A600nm = 0.5), by centrifuging them at
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Genomic DNA isolated from CJ236 E. coli strain [dut−,
ung−] (in log phase) served as a uracil standard. A total
of 5 ng of this genomic DNA was diluted into 2 g of
ultrapure salmon sperm DNA as an inert carrier (Invitrogen), which was kept constant during the two-third dilution series of this standard. The two-third serial dilutions
for XL1-Blue, BL21(DE3) and BL21(DE3) ung-151 E. coli
samples started with 1 g of DNA mixed into 1 g of carrier salmon sperm DNA. In case of samples derived from S2
and HCT116 cells 0.6 g of their genomic DNA was diluted
into 1.4 g of carrier salmon sperm DNA. In every case
the 2 g total DNA content was kept constant with salmon
sperm DNA. DNA samples were spotted onto a prewetted
positively charged nylon membrane (Amersham HybondNy+; GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) using a vacuumdriven microfiltration apparatus (Bio-Dot, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). After 10 min of air-drying, immobilization of DNA was performed with 2 h of incubation at 80◦ C.
Membrane was blocked by a 15 min incubation in blocking
buffer: ETBS-T (25 mM Tris·HCl, pH = 7.4, 2.7 mM KCl,
137 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween-20) containing
100 g/ml salmon sperm DNA, 5% non-fat milk powder
and 10 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol. Membrane was incubated
with the 3×-Flag-UNG construct (18.1 g/ml) in blocking buffer overnight at 4◦ C. After several washing steps
with ETBS-T, anti-Flag M2 antibody (Sigma) was added
for 1 h at room temperature (1:2000 dilution in ETBS-T
with 5% non-fat milk powder). After washing the membranes, horseradish peroxidase coupled secondary antibody
was applied (Sigma). Immunoreactive bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) and 16 bit images were captured by a BioRad ChemiDocTM MP Imaging system. Densitometry was done using ImageJ 1.48p software (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Normalized intensity values were calculated by adjusting the raw intensity values for the background originating from the carrier
salmon sperm DNA.
The average molar mass of a nucleotide in E. coli (ME.coli )
or D. melanogaster (MD.melanogaster ) genomic DNA was calculated with the following form:
 g  GC%
M mol
= 2 × (MdG MP + MdC MP − 2MH2 O )+

. The number of deoxyurilowing form: n E. coli = mMdot,E. stand
coli
dine nucleotides were calculated using the previously determined uracil content of genomic DNA isolated from log
phase culture of CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli, i.e. 6580±174
deoxyuridine/million nucleotide (45). The following equation gives the amount of uracil in each dot of the standard
sample (nU, standard ):
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7000 × g for 5 min and were washed with PBS. Cells were
fixed with Carnoy’s fixative (ethanol:acetic acid:chloroform
= 6:3:1) for 20 min at 4◦ C. Rehydration was performed as
following: washing with 1:1 ethanol:PBS, 3:7 ethanol:PBS
and finally incubating in PBS containing 0.05% Triton X100 (PBST) for 5 min. Cells were washed once with GTE
buffer (50 mM glucose, 20 mM Tris, pH = 7.5 and 10 mM
EDTA), and finally resuspended in GTE buffer containing
10 mg/ml lysozyme (Sigma) for 5 min. The suspension was
applied onto poly-L-lysine coated cover glasses for an additional 5 minutes, excess fluid was drained and cells were
left to air-dry. Cells were washed with PBST for 10 min and
were blocked in blocking buffer (5% BSA, in PBST) for 15
min. Uracil residues were visualized by applying 4.64 g/ml
of the Flag-UNG-DsRed construct in blocking buffer,
overnight at 4◦ C. After several washing steps with PBST,
anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma) was applied (1:2000 dilution) for 1 h in a blocking buffer. FLAG epitope was visualized by applying Alexa 488 conjugated secondary antibody
(1:1000, Molecular Probes). Cells were counterstained with
1 g/ml DAPI (4 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Sigma) and
embedded in FluorSaveTM Reagent (Calbiochem, Merck
Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Images were acquired with
a Zeiss LSCM 710 microscope using a 63× NA = 1.4 Plan
Apo objective.
Staining uracil residues of extrachromosomal plasmids in
MEF cells
Cells were washed with prewarmed (37◦ C) phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7.4) and were fixed with
ice cold Carnoy’s fixative (ethanol:acetic acid:chloroform
= 6:3:1) for 20 minutes at 4◦ C. Rehydration was performed as following: washing step with 1:1 ethanol:PBS, 3:7

ethanol:PBS, finally with PBS for 5 min. Epitope unmasking was done by applying 1 N HCl, 0.5% Triton X-100 for
15 min, after which 0.1 M Na2 B4 O7 (pH = 8.5) was used
for neutralization for 5 min followed by PBS washing. HCl
was used to denature DNA, allowing our UNG construct
to have better access to genomic uracil. This method is also
routinely applied when using antibodies against BrdU, doing cell proliferation assays (see (58)). Blocking was done
at room temperature for 1 h in blocking buffer: 200 g/ml
salmon sperm DNA, 5% fetal goat serum (FGS), 3% fetal bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.05% Triton X-100
in PBS. Uracil residues were visualized by applying 4.64
g/ml of the Flag-UNG-DsRed construct in blocking
buffer, overnight at 4◦ C. After several washing steps with
blocking buffer, anti-FLAG M2 antibody (Sigma) was applied (1:2000 dilution) for 1 h in a blocking buffer not
containing salmon sperm DNA. FLAG epitope was visualized by applying Alexa 488 conjugated secondary antibody (1:1000, Molecular Probes). Cells were counterstained
with 1 g/ml DAPI (Sigma) and embedded in FluorSaveTM
Reagent (Calbiochem). Images were acquired with a Zeiss
LSCM 710 microscope using a 63× NA = 1.4 Plan Apo
objective.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Construction and analysis of catalytically inactive uracilsensor proteins
Wild-type human UNG2 possesses a highly selective substrate binding site for uracil and is specific for excising
uracil from DNA, with a negligible activity toward the natural DNA bases cytosine or thymine (59). The catalytically
inactive double mutant (D145N, H268N) human UNG2
preserves this highly specific and strong binding interac-
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Figure 1. Schematics of the used constructs for uracil detection. In our constructs, human UNG2 was used as the uracil sensor core domain. During in
vitro quantification and for in situ detection, a double mutant UNG2 was created (D154N and H277N, mutated sites indicated with black lines within the
schematics of the protein domains). This mutant is catalytically inactive but is still capable of binding uracil moieties in DNA (cf text for more details). The
N-terminal 84 residues, responsible for the binding to RPA and PCNA, were also removed (UNG) to prevent non-specific binding. The UNG uracil
recognizing core was fused to epitope tags (1×/3×FLAG, Au1) for immunodetection, DsRed-monomer for direct fluorescent detection and to His-tag for
affinity purification.
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Figure 2. Activity and uracil binding capability of the used constructs.
(A) Agarose gel electrophoresis based assay was applied to detect UNG
activity. Only the hUNG2-DsRed WT construct was active on uracilrich plasmid (indicated with an asterisk), which did not harbor the two
point mutations (D154N and H277N). All other constructs used in the
study do not excise uracil from DNA. (B) Uracil binding capability of the
3xFLAG-UNG construct was addressed with Electrophoretic Mobility
Shift Assay (EMSA). Increasing amount of the construct clearly shifts the
position of the linearized vector, which is more prominent in case of uracilrich template, indicating that the construct is capable of binding genomic
uracil moieties. We have experienced similar result with the other tested
constructs (Supplementary Figure S1).

Development of a dot-blot based quantitative assay for detection of genomic uracil in vitro
In testing our different constructs, we have used either just
a single (1×) or a triplicated (3×) Flag-tag form and employed them on our standard, namely the genomic DNA
isolated from log phase CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli cells
for which uracil content has been previously quantified
(43,45). Figure 3 shows that the triplicated Flag-tag containing UNG sensor is more sensitive in the dot-blot assay. This construct was therefore used in all further experiments. Figure 3 also indicates that a linear response could be
reached on a series of dilutions in wide dynamic range. For
each experiment, a calibration curve was always recorded

Figure 3. Design of a standard curve for in vitro quantification of genomic uracil levels. Genomic DNA isolated from log phase growing CJ236
[dut−, ung−] Escherichia coli strain was used as a standard with welldefined uracil-content during quantification. Applying a serial dilution of
this standard provides a wide and reproducible range for uracil quantification. The normalized calibration curve is from four independent datasets
(n = 4), where error bars show standard errors of the mean (SEM). The
inset shows that the 3×FLAG-UNG construct is slightly more sensitive
under similar conditions, compared to the 1×FLAG-UNG construct (as
based on a 4 point two-third serial dilution, starting with 100 ng of standard genomic DNA).
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tion with uracil-containing DNA similar to the wild-type
enzyme. (22,60). Similar Kd values were observed for the
wild-type and the double mutant enzyme for non-cleavable
substrate analogs (22). We therefore aimed at employing
this double mutant protein as a specific uracil sensor that
strongly binds to the uracil base but does not excise it from
DNA. Since our sensor relies on the characteristics of the
human UNG2, it is capable of recognizing a few derivatives
of uracil, and could also bind abasic sites (APs) but with
a lower affinity compared to genomic uracil (see details in
the Introduction). This concept, if successful, could be used
as a novel labelling method capable of recognizing genomic
uracil both in vitro using a dot-blot based method and in
situ, similarly to an immunocytochemical approach.
To obtain an even more specific UNG-based uracilsensor construct, we eliminated the N-terminal 84 residues
from the human UNG enzyme that comprises a recognition site for PCNA and RPA proteins (61–63), resulting
in the construct termed as UNG in the present work (cf
Figure 1, note that all constructs termed UNG harbor
the double mutations D145N, H268N). This truncation was
deemed to be highly desirable in order to erase non-specific
protein binding while retaining similar specificity and binding characteristics as the full length form while also being
more resistant to proteolysis (10,12,64). Moreover, the lack
of the N-terminal 84 residues diminishes the need of Mg2+
for proper UNG function which is useful to lower any residual nuclease activity during the assays by applying EDTA
(10,64). We also equipped this truncated construct with different tags: His-tag for purification and Flag- and Au1-tags
for antibody-based detection. Further, in order to achieve
a low background through direct detection in immunocytochemistry, we have attached a red fluorescent protein, the
monomeric form of DsRed, to the C-terminal end of our
construct.
In order to check the required and expected functionality of our constructs, we have carried out enzyme activity
assays (as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section).
Figure 2A confirms that the only construct showing catalytic activity on uracil-rich DNA is the wild type UNG,
whereas all of our UNG constructs lack any detectable
excising activity. On the other hand, as shown on Figure 2B
and Supplementary Figure S1, all of our constructs show
preferential binding to uracil-rich as compared to normal
DNA.
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Figure 4. Pathways involved in thymidine synthesis in Escherichia coli,
Drosophila melanogaster and humans. Key steps in dNTP synthesis focusing on the de novo thymidylate biosynthesis are shown (directly involved enzymes underlined). Dashed arrow shows pathways only present
in E. coli. Inhibitors of the pathway are shown in red. 5FdUMP (5fluorodeoxyuridylate), the metabolite of 5FU and 5FdUR, along with
raltitrexed (RTX) inhibits thymidylate synthase (TYMS) while methotrexate (MTX) inhibits dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR). The enzyme responsible for dCTP-dCMP conversion in mammals is DCTPP1 (dCTP pyrophosphatase 1) (78), however, using a BLAST search, no clearcut homologue could be identified in D. melanogaster, hence we did not include it in this Figure. In E. coli, the nucleoside triphosphate pyrophosphohydrolase MAZG is responsible for this activity (79). Abbreviations
are as follows: DCD: dCTP deaminase, DCTD: dCMP deaminase, DUT:
dUTPase, DHF: dihydrofolate, DHFR: dihydrofolate reductase, MTHF:
5,10-methylene tetrahydrofolate, NDPK: nucleoside-diphosphate kinase,
NK: nucleoside kinase, MAZG: nucleoside triphosphate pyrophosphohydrolase, NMPK: nucleoside monophosphate kinase, SHMT: serine hydroxymethyltransferase, THF: tetrahydrofolate, TYMK: dTMP kinase,
TYMS: thymidylate synthase.

are in agreement with previous literature and attest to the
applicability of our assay.
In order to test our method on human derived samples
we used HCT116, a colon carcinoma cell line. UNG deficiency was achieved by applying a specific UNG inhibitor,
UGI (73,74). The expression of human codon optimalized
UGI inhibits endogenous UNG activity thus resembling
a ung−/− phenotype (68). Figure 7 shows that treating
HCT116 cells with 5FdUR after transfection with UGI
(GFP is also expressed from the vector for monitoring purposes) significantly elevates genomic uracil levels (347.87 ±
84.62 uracil/million bases) compared to non-treated cells
(7.82 ± 2.82 uracil/million bases). On its own neither
5FdUR treatment nor UNG inhibition elevates genomic
uracil levels. 10.47 ± 2.82 uracil/million bases was measured for the non-treated and 10.92 ± 1.97 uracil/million
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which was highly reproducible thus served as a firm basis
for our further studies.
It has been described in the literature that treatments
with drugs interfering with thymidylate biosynthesis (e.g.
5-fluorodeoxyuridine (5FdUR) (65)) can lead to considerably elevated uracil levels in genomic DNA (66–68). Accordingly, Figure 4 summarizes the de novo thymidylate
biosynthesis pathway and indicates the enzymatic steps
known to be perturbed by different drugs (frequently used
in anti-cancer chemotherapy). We therefore applied such
drug treatments on E. coli cells. Figure 5 shows that the dotblot assay adequately reflects the expected increase in uracil
content for genomic DNA isolated from the BL21(DE3)
ung-151 E. coli strain. Although a basal higher uracil content could have been expected, the lack of the major uracilDNA glycosylase in the ung-151 cells in the absence of drug
treatment did not lead to any significant increase in the
genomic uracil content (4.66 ± 2.24 uracil/million bases)
compared to XL1-Blue (3.29 ± 1.74 uracil/million bases)
(cf Figure 5. This indicates that the difference, if exists, has
to be below the detection limit. Because the dUTPase enzyme is still present in the ung-151 cells, the dNTP pool is
not perturbed to an extent where erroneous uracil incorporation through replication is expected to occur. Thus, the
sole lack of UNG might not be enough to create detectable
increase in genomic uracil.
Also, treating the BL21(DE3) ung-151 cells with deoxyuridine (dUR) alone did not change the genomic uracil
content (4.28 ± 2.05 uracil/million bases) (Figure 5). In
contrast, applying 5FdUR on exponentially growing ung151 cells, the dot-blot assay clearly showed an ∼10-fold increase in the uracil content (39.89 ± 7.72 uracil/million
bases) (Figure 5). The same ∼10-fold increase was observed
when the two drugs were applied together (35.61 ± 4.54),
arguing that the effect induced by 5FdUR is not enhanced
by dUR. The ung- background is a major factor allowing
the increase of genomic uracil content upon drug treatment,
since drug treatment of cells with a [dut+, ung+] genetic
background (either XL1 Blue or BL21(DE3) cells) did not
lead to increased uracil levels (Supplementary Figure S2).
For further experiments, we applied a eukaryotic cell
line with a ung− background. As described previously, the
ung gene is interestingly absent from D. melanogaster (69),
hence we used the Drosophila embryo-derived Schneider
S2 (termed as S2 in the present study) cell line. We have
shown that this cell line can tolerate the increased genomic
uracil content well (36), making it an optimal object for our
present work.
Figure 6 shows that dual treatment of S2 cells with
5FdUR and dUR (25.54±2.98 uracil/million bases) leads
to a significantly elevated genomic uracil content compared to non-treated cells (15.68 ± 3.02 uracil/million
bases). Another drug combination of raltitrexed (RTX)
and methotrexate (MTX), targeting thymidylate synthase
(TYMS) (70) and dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) (71), respectively (cf Figure 4), also induced a significant, two-fold
increase in the genomic uracil content in S2 cells (32.18 ±
3.24 uracil/million bases). High methotrexate tolerance was
already suggested for the S2 cell line, with potential perturbation of the relevant pathways (72). Hence, these results
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Figure 6. Dot-blot assay for measuring genomic uracil levels of Drosophila Schneider S2 cells after treatment with de novo thymidylate biosynthesis pathway
inhibitors. (A) CJ236 [dut−, ung−] Escherichia coli genomic DNA was used as standard for the dot-blot assay. Genomic uracil content of different drugtreated (5FdUR, dUR or MTX, RTX, dUR) and non-treated Drosophila S2 cells were measured. (B) Bar graph shows the uracil moieties/million bases
of each sample (mean values ± the standard errors of the mean). Both types of treatments led to significantly elevated genomic uracil levels as compared
to non-treated cells (* = P < 0.01, ** = P < 0.05). Calculations were based on six independent datasets (n = 6).

bases for the 5FdUR treated. Similarly no significant difference was measured in case of cells that were transfected
with an empty vector, expressing only GFP as control (4.17
± 1.19 for the non-treated and 7.39 ± 2.98 uracil/million
bases for the 5FdUR treated cells, respectively). These results are in good agreement with previously reported data
(cf (68)) and also highlight the importance of simultaneous
UNG inhibition along with drug treatments targeting the de
novo thymidylate biosynthesis pathway for effective cancer
therapy.
Application of the catalytically inactive UNG constructs for
detection of uracil in DNA in situ
Figure 8 presents that the highly uracil-rich character
of the CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli cells, containing 6580
uracil/million bases, can be readily visualized via immunocytochemistry using our presently developed uracil sensor

construct. Relying on the Flag-tag in our UNG constructs, the uracil-DNA staining is easy to detect and colocalizes, as expected, with the DAPI signal for DNA. It is
also important to note that the DsRed-tag may also be
used for direct visualization. Specificity of the signal is adequately corroborated by lack of the staining in the XL1Blue [dut+, ung+] cells. Application of the UNG inhibitor
UGI (obtained from NEB) protein erases the signal, showing again the specific character of our assay (Supplementary
Figure S3). The well-described UNG-UGI interaction has
been documented to prevent binding of UNG to DNA (74).
We have also attempted to use similar strategy for staining of uracil-DNA in a mammalian cellular background.
To this end, we have transfected [ung−/−] MEF cells with
plasmid DNA produced by CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli cells.
Such plasmid DNA contains ∼6580 uracil/million bases
(45) and its tolerance in the MEF cells is ensured by lack of
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Figure 5. Dot-blot assay for measuring genomic uracil levels of 5FdUR, dUR treated Escherichia coli cells. (A) CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli genomic
DNA was used as standard for the dot-blot assay. Quantity of genomic uracil of different drug-treated (5FdUR and dUR or both) and non-treated
E. coli BL21(DE3) ung-151 samples were measured along with XL1-Blue [dut+, ung+], applied as a negative control. (B) Bar graph shows the uracil
moieties/million bases of each sample (mean values ± the standard errors of the mean). Significant incrase (*) in uracil-DNA content was only observed
using 5FdUR treatment, or the combined 5FdUR and dUR treatment as compared to non-treated cells (P < 0.05). Calculations were based on six
independent datasets (n = 6).
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the UNG enzyme in this mouse cell line. In this experiment,
we make use of a well-known artifactual effect of plasmid
transfection, namely that upon using high amount of plasmid DNA during transfection, plasmid aggregates can occur within the cells (75) (Figure 9A). We therefore worked
out our transfection experimental conditions such that to
allow the potential accumulation of intracellular plasmid
aggregates (cf ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Figure 9B
leftmost panels clearly show DAPI staining of these plasmid aggregates indicated by white asterisks. In case of nontransfected cells (negative control), no plasmid aggregates
can be observed (Supplementary Figure S4). On Figure 8,
upper panels with cells transfected with uracil-rich plasmid

show positive reaction with our uracil sensor molecules, either via Flag-tag or via direct DsRed detection. Additionally as a negative control, cells transfected by normal plasmid (produced in XL1-Blue cells) show no staining. Further
controls are also shown in Supplementary Figure S4 where
the lack of uracil-specific staining can be observed when the
UNG-inhibitor UGI was applied.
Although these results clearly show the possibility of using our method for in situ microscopic detection, the sensitivity of this staining approach needs to be developed further to allow detection of lower uracil levels. Additional
enhancement of the signal might be expected from the application of brighter and more stable fluorophores, such as
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Figure 7. Dot-blot assay for measuring genomic uracil levels of HCT116 cells after treatment with de novo thymidylate biosynthesis pathway inhibitors and
UNG inhibition. (A) CJ236 [dut−, ung−] Escherichia coli genomic DNA was used as standard for the dot-blot assay. (B) Genomic uracil levels of 5FdUR
treated and non-treated HCT116 cells were measured in the contex of endogenous UNG inhibition with UGI expression. (C) Bar graph shows the uracil
moieties/million bases of each sample (mean values ± the standard errors of the mean). 5FdUR treatment led to significantly elevated uracil levels only in
cells also expressing UGI (* = P < 0.05) when compared to non-treated cells. Calculations were based on four independent datasets (n = 4). (D) Western
blot showing GFP expression of cells transfected by the UGI-GFP vector and the empty vector used as a control (only expressing GFP). The membrane
were also developed against actin as a loading control.
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Figure 9. Detection of uracil-rich and normal plasmid DNA aggregates in MEF [ung-/-] cells. (A) Schematic image of the cytoplasmic plasmid aggregates
visualized by the Flag-UNG-DsRed construct. (B) Asterisks (*) show plasmid aggregates. Only cells transfected with uracil-rich plasmids could be
visualized both through the DsRed (red) tag and the FLAG epitope tag (green). The DAPI staining is oversaturated to show the faint DAPI positive
plasmid aggregates in the cytoplasm. Scale bar represents 10 m.

nanocrystals or quantum dots (cf (76)). Our present method
forms the basis for such further developments.
CONCLUSION
The workflow of the novel method described in this study is
shown schematically on Figure 10, both for the in vitro dotblot based detection (Figure 10A) and the in situ immunocytochemical approach used for cellular detection (Figure
10B). Uracil moieties are recognized by a catalytically inactive UNG sensor protein and the readout signal is enhanced
by using primary and secondary sets of antibodies. The recently described novel mycobacterial uracil-DNA binding
protein may also serve as an alternative sensor framework
(77). The method is straightforward, easy to use and can be
applied in a high-throughput manner to analyze DNA from
any organism. It does not require expensive instruments or
complex know-how, facilitating its easy implementation in
any basic molecular biology laboratory. Elevated genomic

deoxyuridine content of cells from diverse genetic background and/or treated with different drugs can be demonstrated in situ, within the cell. Direct detection is possible
through the DsRed-tagged construct, or antibodies may be
used for signal enhancement through the different epitope
tags.
Direct comparisons between values for genomic uracil
content obtained by different methods are far from straightforward (cf e.g. data for genomic DNA from CJ236 [dut−,
ung−] E. coli cells range between 3000–18 000/million bases
(38,43,45)). Hence, the truly reliable approach is to compare
relative differences induced by different cellular stages, environment and/or drug treatments using the same method.
Our present method is optimal for detecting such differences due to its ease of application, robustness and amenity
to high-throughput studies. With the dot-blot based assay,
comparative data between different organisms and different cellular conditions are obtained fast and in a quantita-
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Figure 8. In situ genomic uracil detection in Escherichiacoli using an immunocytochemistry approach. The genomic uracil content of CJ236 [dut−, ung−]
E. coli cells was visualized with the Flag-UNG-DsRed construct. As a negative control, XL1-Blue cells [dut+, ung+] were also used in the same staining
procedure. Only the CJ236 [dut−, ung−] E. coli sample showed staining, either detected directly through the signal of DsRed (red) or through the FLAG
epitope tag (green). DAPI was used to counterstain DNA. Scale bar represents 10 m.
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tive manner. Finally, a major further significance and novelty in our presently proposed study is that it provides potential for in situ detection of uracil-DNA within cells. To
our knowledge at least, such in situ detection has not yet
been described for uracil in DNA. Considering the numerous physiological events and pathological conditions where
uracil levels in DNA are modified, our method presents
a biologically relevant tool for assessing the composition
of genomic DNA and its putative alterations during different cellular conditions. In this respect, we wish to point
out that our results obtained with UGI-expressing HCT116
cells simultaneously treated with 5FdUR indicates that the
combined perturbation of base-excision repair and de novo
thymidylate biosynthesis leads to a synergistic cellular response elevating genomic uracil levels. The significance of
our proposed technique is further enhanced by the fact that
uracil detection has yet escaped the highly powerful singlemolecule real-time sequencing (SMRT) technology, as well.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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Figure S1. Analysis of DNA-binding capability of the designed constructs
Uracil binding capability of the constructs were addressed with Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay
(EMSA). All constructs clearly shift the position of the linearized vector in a concentration-dependent
manner. The shift is more prominent in the case of uracil-rich template indicating that our constructs are
capable of binding genomic uracil residues.

Figure S2. Dot blot assay for measuring genomic uracil levels of 5FdUR treated E. coli [dut+,
ung+] cells
(A) CJ236 [dut-, ung-] E. coli genomic DNA was used as standard for the dot blot assay. (B) Quantity of
genomic uracil of 5FdUR and non-treated XL1-Blue [dut+, ung+] (Stratagene) and BL21(DE3) [dut+,
ung+] (NEB) samples were measured. (C) Bar graph shows the uracil moieties / million bases of each
sample (mean values ± the standard errors of the mean). There was no significant increase in uracilDNA content with 5FdUR treatment as compared to non-treated cells. Genomic uracil level of XL1-Blue
without 5FdUR were 14.94 ± 2.63 and was 12.14 ± 2.39 uracil / million bases for the 5FdUR treated
cells. BL21(DE3) genomic uracil levels were 13.07 ± 2.84 and 13.64 ± 2.84 uracil / million bases for the
non-treated and the 5FdUR treated cells respectively. Calculations were based on 3 independent
datasets (n=3).

Figure S3. Further control experiments to accompany Figure 8 in the main text
Further control stainings are shown. The genomic uracil content of CJ236 [dut-, ung-] E. coli cells could
not be visualized with the Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed construct when UGI was applied simultaneously. Also
without applying the Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed construct, there is no background signal from either the green
channel (where primary (anti-FLAG) and secondary antibodies were applied), or the red channel (where
DsRed fluorescence is monitored). As expected, no staining was detected in either case with the XL1Blue cells [dut+, ung+] which were applied as negative controls. DAPI was used to counterstain DNA.
Scale bar represents 10 µm.

Figure S4. Further control experiments to accompany Figure 8 in the main text
Further control stainings are shown for Figure 8, where cytoplasmic plasmid aggregates are visualized
by the Flag-ΔUNG-DsRed construct. Asterisks (*) show plasmid aggregates. Only cells transfected with
uracil-rich plasmids could be visualized by the construct through both the DsRed (red) tag and the FLAG
epitope tag (green). If UGI was applied or if cells were transfected with normal plasmids, there was no
observable signal in either channel, although DAPI image clearly show the presence of plasmids
aggregated in the cytoplasm. If cells were not transfected (last row), DAPI staining does not show
cytoplasmic plasmid aggregates as expected. Scale bar represents 20 µm.

Table S1. Oligonucleotides used in the present study
Restriction sites are underlined.
Used in
Cloning full
length UNGDsRed into
pET-20b

Oligo name

Oligonucleotides 5’-3’

UNG_F

GGAGGCGCATATGATCGGCCAGAAGACGC

UNG_R

CCGCTCGAGCTGGGAGCCGGAGTGG

D154N_F

GGTTGTCATCCTGGGACAGAATCCATATCATGGACCTAATC

Mutagenesis
of UNG

D154N_R

GATTAGGTCCATGATATGGATTCTGTCCCAGGATGACAACC

H277N_F

CCATGTACTACAGACGGCTAATCCCTCCCCTTTGTCAG

H277N_R

CTGACAAAGGGGAGGGATTAGCCGTCTGTAGTACATGG

Cloning of
1x/3x FLAGΔUNG into
pET-15b

1xFLAG_F

ATTACATATGGACTACAAAGACGATGACGACAAACCACTCGCGGCCCGCAACG
ATTACATATGGACTACAAAGACCATGACGGTGATTATAAAGATCATGACATCGATTACAAGGATGACGA
3xFLAG_F
TGACAAGCCACTCGCGGCCCGCAACG
1x/3xFLAG_R
GGTCCTCGAGTTAGATGTACCTGTAGGTGTCCAGCTCCTTCC

Cloning of
FLAG-ΔUNGDsRed and
ΔUNG-DsRed

1xFLAG_Ds_F

ATTACATATGGACTACAAAGACGATGACGACAAACCACTCGCGGCCCGCAACG

Ds_F

ATTACATATGCTCGCGGCCCGCAACG

Ds_R

TCGACTCGAGCTGGGAGCCGGAGTGG

Table S2. UNG and dUTPase genetic background of the organisms used in the study
Organism
E. coli XL1-Blue
E. coli BL21(DE3) ung-151
E. coli CJ236**
D. melanogaster Schneider S2 cells
Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEF), UNG KO
HCT116 cell line

Uracil-DNA glycosylase
(UNG)
+
*
+

dUTPase (DUT)
+
+
+
+
+

+ functional gene

- disrupted gene
* gene not found in the genome
** CJ236 E. coli strain contains a point mutation in the dut gene generating a Thr24Ile amino acid change
(1). This results in 2.2-3.3 % residual dUTPase activity compared to the wild type enzyme (2). This strain
also contains a single base deletion in the ung gene leading to a frame shift mutation thus the disruption
of ung gene (3).
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Abstract: Sanitization of nucleotide pools is essential for genome maintenance. Deoxyuridine
50 -triphosphate nucleotidohydrolase (dUTPase) is a key enzyme in this pathway since it catalyzes
the cleavage of 20 -deoxyuridine 50 -triphosphate (dUTP) into 20 -deoxyuridine 50 -monophosphate
(dUMP) and inorganic pyrophosphate. Through its action dUTPase efficiently prevents uracil
misincorporation into DNA and at the same time provides dUMP, the substrate for de novo
thymidylate biosynthesis. Despite its physiological significance, knock-out models of dUTPase
have not yet been investigated in mammals, but only in unicellular organisms, such as bacteria
and yeast. Here we generate CRISPR/Cas9-mediated dUTPase knock-out in mice. We find that
heterozygous dut +/− animals are viable while having decreased dUTPase levels. Importantly, we
show that dUTPase is essential for embryonic development since early dut −/− embryos reach the
blastocyst stage, however, they die shortly after implantation. Analysis of pre-implantation embryos
indicates perturbed growth of both inner cell mass (ICM) and trophectoderm (TE). We conclude that
dUTPase is indispensable for post-implantation development in mice.
Keywords: dUTPase; CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-out; blastocyst outgrowth; embryonic development

1. Introduction
The maintenance of genome integrity and faithful preservation of genomic information are crucial
for viability. Toward these goals, various DNA damage and repair pathways along with the regulation
of a well-balanced deoxynucleotide (dNTP) pool work hand in hand [1]. Nucleotide pools are
maintained by several families of dNTP hydrolyzing enzymes present in most organisms [2–5]. These
enzymes sanitize the nucleotide pool by removing nucleotide building blocks (dNTPs) that contain
erroneous bases from the polymerase action. The deoxyuridine 50 -triphosphate nucleotidohydrolase
(dUTPase) family of enzymes is responsible for the removal of dUTP from the nucleotide pool by
hydrolyzing it into dUMP and inorganic pyrophosphate [6–8]. The importance of this enzymatic
Biomolecules 2019, 9, 136; doi:10.3390/biom9040136
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action is evident in light of the fact that most DNA polymerases cannot distinguish 20 -deoxyuridine
50 -triphosphate (dUTP) and 20 -deoxythymidine 50 -triphosphate (dTTP) and will readily incorporate
the uracil analog if it is available in the cellular dNTP pool [9]. Through their enzymatic action
that generates 20 -deoxyuridine 50 -monophosphate (dUMP), dUTPases also feed into the de novo
thymidylate biosynthesis pathway by providing dUMP as the substrate for thymidylate synthase.
Two major families of dUTPases have evolved that are referred to as trimeric and dimeric dUTPases,
reflecting their corresponding quaternary structure [6,10–13].
Trimeric dUTPases are present in almost all free-living organisms with the notable exception of
trypanosomes. Subunits of these enzymes contain a beta-sheeted arrangement [6]. The three subunits
donate conserved sequence motifs to build the three active site of the dUTPase trimer [14–16]. This
family of dUTPases is characteristic for Archaea, Bacteria, and Eucarya. As such, mammalian species
also rely on the action of trimeric dUTPases to keep a well-balanced dUTP/dTTP ratio. Herpesviruses
encode an intriguing monomeric homolog of this dUTPase enzyme family [17], where the protein
sequence contains a species-specific insert to allow the construction of the usual beta-sheeted dUTPase
fold in a monomeric enzyme [18,19]. Dimeric dUTPases perform the same catalytic action, however,
the protein sequence and the alpha-helical protein fold are drastically different from those observed in
the trimeric dUTPase family [10,11].
Due to the highly significant enzymatic character of dUTPases, the essentiality of this enzyme
family was addressed in numerous different organisms. Knock-outs have been generated in several
bacteria: Escherichia coli [20] and Mycobacterium smegmatis [7]. Based on these studies it was argued that
the bacterial cells lacking dUTPase activity are not viable. However, genomic analysis of Archaea and
prokaryotes identified several species that lack dut, the dUTPase encoding gene [12]. These findings
indicate that the presence of dUTPases may not be a universal requirement in prokaryotes.
The physiological role and importance of dUTPase have also been addressed in eukaryotes.
In yeast, dUTPase knock-out was still viable, although this genotype led to a thymine auxotroph
phenotype [21]. In Caenorhabditis elegans, RNA-silencing studies indicated that dUTPase might be
important in embryonic development [22]. Very recently, in planarians, silencing of dut caused lethality
in adult animals possibly due to genomic DNA fragmentation. Co-administration of the thymidylate
synthase inhibitor 5-fluoro-uracil (5-FU) resulted in more DNA breaks and earlier planarian death [23].
In Drosophila melanogaster, dUTPase silencing led to early pupal lethality suggesting a specific role
of dUTPase and uracil-DNA metabolism in metamorphosing insects [24,25]. It has been shown
that dUTPase is also essential in Arabidopsis thaliana. In these plants, reduced dUTPase activity
caused DNA damage and increased homologous recombination events. Furthermore, these plants
were extremely sensitive to 5-FU [26]. In human cell lines, several laboratories published siRNA
dUTPase-silencing studies [27–29]. These all proposed that highly efficient silencing with practically
no remaining dUTPase does not perturb the cellular phenotype under normal conditions [29]. Still, the
dUTPase-silenced cell lines showed increased sensitivity towards inhibitors of the de novo thymidylate
biosynthesis. These findings corroborated the clinical significance of dUTPase inhibition in anticancer
chemotherapies [30–32]. To our best knowledge, knock-out studies on dUTPases have not yet been
published for any mammalian species.
Motivated by the lack of knowledge in the field, we initiated dUTPase knock-out experiments in
mice. Here we report successful generation of dUTPase knock-out mice using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
genome editing. We find that absence of dUTPase leads to early embryonic lethality. No homozygous
knock-out offspring could be observed, however, homozygous knock-out blastocysts are still viable
and can be cultured in vitro, suggesting that lethality of the dUTPase knock-out sets in around or
shortly after implantation.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CRISPR Constructs
The T7 single-guide RNA (sgRNA) harboring the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence
and the Cas9 mRNA were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). According to our
request, the designed sgRNA targeted the first common exon of dUTPase isoforms (exon 2) on mouse
chromosome 2 (Figure 1a).
2.2. CRISPR/Cas9 Efficiency Test in Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast (MEF) Cells
Target sgRNA and Cas9 nuclease mRNA were transfected into mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF)
cells by Lipofectamine™ 3000 Transfection Reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
According to the manufacturer’s recommendation, 2.5 µg Cas9 mRNA and 250 ng target sgRNA were
added to the sub-confluent cultures of cells grown in six-well plates. 24 h after transfection, cells were
maintained in a fresh medium for 24 h, and then the genomic DNA was extracted with a MasterPure™
DNA Purification Kit (Epicentre, Madison, WI, USA). After DNA amplification with Cel-1-F and
Cel-1-R primers, Cel 1 cleavage assay was performed using the Transgenomic® SURVEYOR® Mutation
Detection Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The primers used in this study were
synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich and are listed in Table S1.
2.3. Animals
dUTPase wild-type and heterozygous mice used in the experiments were produced and
maintained in the Animal Care Facility at the Agricultural Biotechnology Institute, National
Agricultural Research and Innovation Centre (NAIK) (FVB/N background, Envigo, UK). Animals
were housed in groups of 2–5 with free access to food and water. Animals were kept under a standard
light–dark cycle (06.00–18.00 h) at 22 ◦ C. This study was carried out in strict accordance with the
recommendations and rules in the Hungarian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for
Scientific Purposes. The protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee of the
Agricultural Biotechnology Institute, NAIK and the Pest County’s governmental office (permission
number: PEI/001/329-4/2013). The method used for euthanasia was cervical dislocation. All efforts
were made to minimize suffering.
2.4. Micromanipulation and Detection of Gene Targeting
Microinjection was performed as described previously [33]. Briefly, mouse zygotes were collected
at 20 h after injection of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) from superovulated FVB/N females
mated with FVB/N males. Pronuclei were injected using a manual injector with continuous flow.
Following visualization of pronuclear swelling, the needle was pulled out through the cytoplasm,
injecting a small amount of additional RNA delivery to the cytoplasm. The microinjection mix
contained a sgRNA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) diluted in 10 mM Tris, 0.2 mM EDTA
(pH = 7.4) in a final concentration of 10 ng/µL and Cas9 mRNA (Trilink, San Diego, CA, USA) in
10 mM Tris, 0.2 mM EDTA (pH = 7.4) in a final concentration of 150 ng/µL. Microinjections were
finished within 2 h after zygote isolation. Injected zygotes were transferred to pseudopregnant
CD-1 females (Envigo, Huntingdon, UK). All animals born from embryo transfer were genotyped by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and T7 assay.
2.5. Cloning and Sequencing
Genotyping of the heterozygous founder animals was carried out by amplifying the CRISPR
target sites from genomic DNA using primers pBS-F and pBS-R (listed in Table S1), and the fragments
were cloned into SalI/EcoRI sites of vector pBluescript SK (+) (Stratagene). Twenty individual bacterial
colonies were purified with NucleoSpin® Plasmid DNA Purification Kit (MACHEREY-NAGEL GmbH
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& Co. KG (Düren, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, then DNA samples were
subjected to sequencing. Based on the sequencing results, two animals (founder #2 and #4) showed
CRISPR events, their offspring were termed (D6, M1) and D47, respectively. All DNA samples in this
study were verified by sequencing by Microsynth Seqlab GmbH.
2.6. Off-Target Analysis
Off-target effects of CRISPR/Cas9 nucleases were evaluated via the online predictor
CCTop—CRISPR/Cas9 target (https://crispr.cos.uni-heidelberg.de/) [34]. Twelve candidate loci
for the target site with high potential cleavage in the mouse genome were chosen. The selected
potential off-target sites were PCR-amplified using genomic DNA from both wild-type mice and the
founder animal #4 and evaluated by DNA sequencing. Ten of the twelve candidate off-target sites
could be analyzed. In all these cases no difference was observed (see Figure S2). Two of the candidate
off-target sites (Off-2 and Off-4) could not be evaluated due to non-specific PCR product from repetitive
elements in both the wild-type and the founder #4 samples. The information on the off-target loci
identified by the online program are shown in Table 1 and sequencing primer pairs used are listed in
Table S1.
2.7. Genotyping
The genotypes of mice were determined by PCR of the total genomic DNA extracted from mouse
tails. Genotyping of embryos was also performed by PCR either by isolating DNA from full embryos
or from outgrowth assays. All isolated samples were dissolved in a DNA lysis buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl,
pH = 7.4, 0.2 M NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS) and DNA was extracted with phenol–chloroform.
MyTaq polymerase (Bioline) was activated at 95 ◦ C for 5 min, and PCR was performed for 30 cycles
at 95 ◦ C for 30 s, 64 ◦ C for 30 s, and 72 ◦ C for 30 s, with a final extension at 72 ◦ C for 10 min
using primers Dut-gen-F and Dut-gen-R (Table S1). Genotyping from blastocysts was performed by
semi-nested PCR using 1 µL template from 30× diluted primary PCR product with primers Dut-nest-F
and Dut-gen-R (Table S1) under the same reaction conditions. DNA fragments were visualized by 1%
agarose gel electrophoresis.
2.8. Analysis of Dissected Embryos
For the analysis presented in this manuscript, D47 heterozygous males were mated with D47
heterozygous females, and embryos at various stages (3.5–9.5 dpc (days post coitum)) were collected
from pregnant D47 heterozygous females. Dissections were performed in ice-cold phosphate buffered
saline (PBS). After dissection, embryos were examined and photographed with a LeicaM205FCA-FC
fluorescent stereo microscope linked to a DFC7000-T Leica camera. The day of plug formation was
defined as embryonic day 0.5.
2.9. Analysis of Blastocyst Outgrowth
Embryos were flushed out from the uteri of pregnant mice at 3.5 dpc in M2 medium. Blastocysts
were individually cultured on 0.1% gelatin-coated, 12-well tissue culture dishes (Eppendorf),
in KO-DMEM ES cell culture medium supplemented with 1000 U/mL LIF and 20% fetal bovine
serum (HyClone), in 5% CO2 at 37 ◦ C for four days. Outgrowths were photographed daily using a
LeicaM205FCA-FC fluorescent stereo microscope linked to a DFC7000-T Leica camera. On the fourth
day of culture, outgrowths were photographed, subsequently removed, and genotyped by PCR as
described above.
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2.10. Western Blot
Embryos at 10.5 dpc were dissected immediately following euthanasia of pregnant mice,
then washed with PBS and resuspended in a lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH = 7.5, 420 mM NaCl,
1 mM EDTA, 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 25% glycerol). Homogenization was assisted with vortex
until the tissue was sufficiently disrupted. Samples were centrifuged at 20,000× g for 15 min at
4 ◦ C to remove the insoluble fraction, then the supernatant samples were boiled with SDS buffer at
95 ◦ C for 5 min. Total proteins were resolved under denaturing and reducing conditions on a 12%
polyacrylamide gel and transferred to the PVDF membrane (Immobilon-P, Merck Millipore, Billerica,
MA, USA). Membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat dried milk in TBS-T (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH = 7.4,
140 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 0.05% Tween-20) for 1 h at 4 ◦ C and were developed against dUTPase
(1:2000, Sigma-Aldrich) and α-actin (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich) for loading control. After applying
horseradish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ,
USA), immunoreactive bands were visualized by an enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (Millipore,
Western Chemiluminescent HRP substrate), and images were captured by a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc™ MP
Imaging System. Densitometry was done using Bio-Rad Image Lab™ 6.0 (Hercules, CA, USA).
2.11. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done with a two-sample, single-tailed t-test assuming equal variance using
Microsoft Excel or was carried out with a two-sided Mann–Whitney U test. The data were considered
significant when p < 0.05 (*).
3. Results
3.1. Targeted Knock-Out of Mouse dUTPase by CRISPR/Cas9 Gene Editing
To explore the importance of dUTPase in mammalian life, we attempted to establish dUTPase
knock-out mice using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing. Figure 1 shows the outline of the applied
knock-out strategy. The respective single-guide RNA was designed to disrupt both nuclear and
mitochondrial isoforms of dUTPase (Figure 1a), which arise from a single gene (dut) on chromosome 2.
Efficiency of the CRISPR-mediated events were first assessed by the surveyor assay in mouse embryonic
fibroblast (MEF) cells (Figure 1b). We found evidence of CRISPR/Cas9-induced cleaved products and,
based on this result, we started the mouse zygote microinjection. Figure 1c shows the schematics of
gene targeting and mice generation. In the microinjection experiments, 107 embryos were flushed and
microinjected, then 76 embryos from these 107 embryos were transferred to five foster mothers. Two
foster mothers had in sum 15 offspring (resulting in a 20% survival rate). Three out of the 15 offspring
were successfully targeted by CRISPR/Cas9 based on T7 assay (20% targeted rate), and two of them
(these are numbered as #2 and #4) showed mono-allelic indels verified by sequencing. Sequencing
results from mouse #2 showed a six bp deletion and one base substitution leading to altered amino acid
sequences. Sequencing results from mouse #4 showed a 47 bp deletion leading to frameshift and early
stop codons (Figure 1d). Chromatograms of the sequencing could be found in Figure S1. Heterozygous
mouse #2 and mouse #4 were the founder (F0) animals for the downstream mouse strains. We have
termed the strain from the founder mouse #2 as (D6, M1) and the strain from the founder mouse #4 as
D47. Genotype was determined by PCR throughout the study (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section
for details). Founder mouse #2 and chimeric founder mouse #4 were then bred to a wild-type mouse
for germline transmission thus generating progeny containing the targeted gene. Homozygous and
heterozygous offspring of strain (D6, M1), as well as heterozygous offspring of strain D47 showed
no gross visually observable abnormalities and were fertile through multiple generations. Further
experiments presented in this study were conducted on F2 or even later generations of the mouse
strain D47, thereby excluding the possibility of mosaicism.

(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for details). Founder mouse #2 and chimeric founder mouse #4
were then bred to a wild-type mouse for germline transmission thus generating progeny containing
the targeted gene. Homozygous and heterozygous offspring of strain (D6, M1), as well as
heterozygous offspring of strain D47 showed no gross visually observable abnormalities and were
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Figure 1. Generation and assessment of CRISPR knock-out mice. (a) Schematic diagram of the dut
gene encoding the nuclear (nDut) and mitochondrial (mDut) isoforms of deoxyuridine 50 -triphosphate
nucleotidohydrolase (dUTPase). Exons are indicated with Roman numerals in rectangles, introns
are simplified as lines (for longer introns lines are broken). Guide RNA (gRNA) target site and
protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence in the first common exon of the two isoforms are underlined.
(b) Surveyor assay performed on mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells used for the detection of
indel events induced by transfection with CRISPR gRNA and Cas9 mRNA. The two lower fragments
indicate cleavage of the DNA due to CRISPR activity. These are lacking in the control while they are
visible in the transfected sample. (c) Schematic diagram showing the generation of CRISPR-targeted
knock-out mice. Fertilized oocytes microinjected with gRNA and Cas9 mRNA were implanted into
foster mothers. The resulting founders (F0) #2 and #4 were cross-bred with wild-type (WT) mice to
generate wild-type (dut +/+) and heterozygous (dut +/−) offspring (F1) containing the targeted locus
through germline transmission. (d) DNA and predicted amino acid sequence of the two heterozygous
founder mice (#2 and #4) showing CRISPR events, compared to the WT. Mouse #2 showed deletion
of six nucleotides and a C to G mutation (D6, M1) resulting in the deletion of two amino acids and
change of another two. In mouse #4, 47 nucleotides were deleted (D47) which resulted in a frameshift
mutation leading to early stop codons indicated with dashed lines. CRISPR target site including PAM
sequence is underlined.

In our CRISPR-based knock-out experiments, the target site was situated within the dut gene, as
shown in Figure 1a. The sequence of this target site was as follows: CGCGCGCGGACCCGCGGGT.
To check for potential off-target effects, we had carefully analyzed the twenty most similar sequences
to this target sequence within the mouse genome with the online predictor software CCTop [34]
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for details) (Table 1). In each similar sequence, at least three or
more mismatches occurred reducing the chance of off-target effects [35]. To decide whether any of the
first ten sequences may lead to off-target cleavage using the CRISPR/Cas9 method, we sequenced these
genomic segments both in the wild-type and in the founder mouse #4. We also sequenced the 16th and
18th most similar genomic segments as they were located on the same chromosome (chr2) as the dut
gene, thus, an off-target effect in these segments could be inherited together with the dut knock-out
allele. Sequences from the wild-type and the mouse #4 were identical (see Figure S2 for the sequencing
chromatograms). However, two of the candidates’ off-target sites (Off-2 and Off-4) could not be
evaluated due to non-specific PCR product in both the wild-type and the founder #4 samples. We
therefore concluded that no CRISPR-induced event could be observed at these successfully sequenced
sites, arguing for lack of off-target effects.
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Table 1. Potential off-target sites predicted by CCTop—CRISPR/Cas9 target online predictor software.
Name

Coordinates

MM

Target Sequence

PAM

Dut
chr2:125247853-125247874
0
CGCGCGCGGAC[CCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-1
chr13:88680616-88680637
4
TGAGTGGGGAC[CCGCGGGT]
TGG
Off-2
chr4:120746882-120746903
4
CTGGAGCGGCC[CCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-3
chr15:28025084-28025105
4
CGGCCACGGCC[CCGCGGGT]
AGG
Off-4
chr11:23306808-23306829
4
GGGGCGGGGAG[CCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-5
chr2:118372992-118373013
4
CGCTGGTGGCC[CCGCGGGT]
TGG
Off-6
chr5:64803646-64803667
4
ACCGCACGGAC[GCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-7
chr18:85179644-85179665
3
CGTGCGCGCAC[GCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-8
chr9:77319229-77319250
4
CGCGCTTACAC[CCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-9
chr2:104319532-104319553
3
CGCGTGCGCAC[ACGCGGGT]
AGG
Off-10
chr19:36918725-36918746
4
CTCGCTGGGAC[GCGCGGGT]
AGG
Off-11
chr5:75044665-75044686
4
TGGGCGCGGGC[GCGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-12
chr4:152086570-152086591
4
CGCACCCAGAC[ACGCGGGT]
CGG
Off-13
chr3:41563582-41563603
4
GGCGCGGGGGC[GCGCGGGT]
CGG
Off-14
chr8:60640130-60640151
4
GGCGCGTGGGC[ACGCGGGT]
TGG
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3
CGCGCGGGGCC[CAGCGGGT]
CGG
Off-16
chr2:174438958-174438979
4
AGCGCGTGGGC[CTGCGGGT]
CGG
Off-17
chr17:88792070-88792091
4 4
CGGGCGGGGGC[CGGCGGGT]
GGG
Off-18
chr2:28641663-28641684
GGCACGGGGAC[CCGGGGGT]
GGG
Off-18
chr2:28641663-28641684
4 4
GGCACGGGGAC[CCGGGGGT]
GGG
Off-19
chr17:28350853-28350874
GGCGGGCGGGC[CCACGGGT]
GGG
Off-19
chr17:28350853-28350874
4 4
GGCGGGCGGGC[CCACGGGT]
GGG
Off-20
chr5:107597539-107597560
GGCGCGTGGAT[CGGCGGGT]
AGG
Off-20
chr5:107597539-107597560
4
GGCGCGTGGAT[CGGCGGGT]
AGG
The table presents the chromosomal location, the number of mismatches (MM), the target, and the
The table presents the chromosomal location, the number of mismatches (MM), the target, and the adjacent PAM
adjacent PAM sequences. The first row depicts the target site of the designed gRNA, further rows list
sequences. The first row depicts the target site of the designed gRNA, further rows list the top 20 candidates for
the top sites.
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Full-length agarose gel is included in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S7).
respectively. Full-length agarose gel is included in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S7).

Table 2 summarizes the results of the genotype analysis of the animals investigated in this study.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the genotype analysis of the animals investigated in this study.
The data clearly showed that dut −/− knock-out cells could only be isolated in early embryonic
The data clearly showed that dut –/– knock-out cells could only be isolated in early embryonic
development at the blastocyst stage (3.5 dpc).
development at the blastocyst stage (3.5 dpc).
Table 2. Genotype analysis of offspring from dut +/− intercrosses at different developmental stages.
DNA Source
Postnatal
10.5 dpc
9.5 dpc
8.5 dpc
3.5 dpc

Genotype
+/+

+/−

−/−

21
3
5
10
11

42
5
5
5
13

0
0
0
0
7

a

Resorbed

No. Total

NA a
3
0
5
NA

63
11
10
20
31

NA, not applicable.

3.3. Embryonic Development in the dUTPase Knock-Out as Compared to the Heterozygous and
Wild-Type Animals
To further assess early embryonic development of dUTPase knock-out embryos, we cultured
in vitro for several days of 3.5 dpc blastocysts derived from intercrosses of dut +/− mice. After
hatching, these blastocysts were attached to a gelatin-coated surface (Figure 3). Blastocyst development
was checked after one day and four days (i.e., at 4.5 and at 7.5 dpc). Attached blastocysts formed
an inner cell mass (ICM) outgrowth around which trophoblast giant cells were visible (indicated
with arrows in Figure 3a). It is shown in these pictures that the dut −/− ICM was smaller, while
we did not observe obvious changes in the heterozygotes as compared to the wild-type. Additional
phase contrast images of embryos can be found in Figure S3. Quantitative analysis of ICM and
trophectoderm (TE) regions were performed as described in the Supplementary Materials (Figure
S4). Further development of the attached embryos revealed that at 7.5 dpc, the ICM clump size was
significantly smaller in the dut −/− embryo as compared to the heterozygous (p = 0.045) and the
wild-type (p = 0.022) embryos, while ICM of the heterozygotes did not show significant difference
from the wild-type (p = 0.14) (Figure 3b). Additionally, the TE size was significantly reduced in the
dut −/− embryos as compared to the heterozygous embryos (p = 0.015) (Figure 3c). Comparison of

obvious changes in the heterozygotes as compared to the wild-type. Additional phase contrast
images of embryos can be found in Figure S3. Quantitative analysis of ICM and trophectoderm (TE)
regions were performed as described in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S4). Further
development of the attached embryos revealed that at 7.5 dpc, the ICM clump size was significantly
smaller in the dut –/– embryo as compared to the heterozygous (p = 0.045) and the wild-type (p =
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0.022) embryos, while ICM of the heterozygotes did not show significant difference from the wildtype (p = 0.14) (Figure 3b). Additionally, the TE size was significantly reduced in the dut –/– embryos
as
comparedand
to the
heterozygous
embryos
(p = 0.015)
(Figure 3c). Comparison
thetrophectoderm
wild-type and of
the wild-type
homozygous
embryos
showed
a considerable
reduction ofofthe
homozygous
embryos
showed
a
considerable
reduction
of
the
trophectoderm
of
the
the homozygous embryos (p = 0.060), while the trophectoderm size of wild-type andhomozygous
heterozygous
embryos
(p
=
0.060),
while
the
trophectoderm
size
of
wild-type
and
heterozygous
embryos
did not
embryos did not differ significantly (p = 0.27). These findings indicated that dUTPase deficiency
differ significantly (p = 0.27). These findings indicated that dUTPase deficiency impairs outgrowth of
impairs outgrowth of both ICM and trophectoderm cells.
both ICM and trophectoderm cells.

Figure
3. 3.
Outgrowth
embryosobtained
obtainedby
byintercrossing
intercrossing
D47
heterozygous
Figure
Outgrowthassay
assayof
ofpre-implantation
pre-implantation embryos
D47
heterozygous
mice.
(a)
Phase
contrast
images
of
D47
homozygous
(
−
/
−
),
heterozygous
(+/
−
),
and
wild-type
mice. (a) Phase contrast images of D47 homozygous (−/−), heterozygous (+/–), and wild-type
(+/+)
(+/+)
blastocysts
in
in
vitro
culture.
The
first
column
shows
embryos
at
3.5
dpc
after
flushing
from
blastocysts in in vitro culture. The first column shows embryos at 3.5 dpc after flushing from oviducts.
oviducts.
Whiteindicate
arrows indicate
zona pellucida
surrounding
theThe
embryos.
and third
White arrows
the zona the
pellucida
surrounding
the embryos.
secondThe
andsecond
third columns
columns show the attached embryos, one day later focusing on the trophoblast cells or the inner cell
mass (ICM) in the blastocoel. Scale bar represents 20 µm. The last column presents outgrowths after
four days in culture. Scale bar represents 100 µm. Average size of ICM (b) and trophectoderm (TE)
(c) was calculated for blastocysts of indicated genotypes. Error bars indicate standard deviation. n = 3
for (−/−), n = 5 for (+/−), and n = 2 for (+/+). Statistical analysis was done with a two-sample,
single-tailed t-test assuming equal variance using Microsoft Excel. * p < 0.05.

Next, embryos were isolated at 8.5 dpc or at 9.5 dpc for investigations at post-implantation
embryonic stages (Figure 4). No obvious changes could be seen in the development of heterozygotes
(Figure 4b,d) as compared to the wild-type (Figure 4c,e). We also observed resorbed embryos (Figure 4a,
counted in Table 2) where the genotype could not be evaluated unequivocally since the mother’s
decidual tissue could not be separated from the resorptions. No dut −/− embryos were found at these
or further stages. More images of wild-type, heterozygote, and the resorbed embryos at 8.5 dpc or at
9.5 dpc are provided in Figures S5 and S6.
To analyze dUTPase protein levels in the wild-type and heterozygous mouse, Western blot analysis
was performed on the total protein extract from dut +/+ and +/− embryos (Figure 5). dUTPase levels
were significantly reduced in the heterozygote as compared to the wild-type (p = 0.019). This finding
confirmed that the dut gene was successfully disrupted using the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system.
Dut −/− homozygous embryo could not be found at this embryonic stage (at 10.5 dpc).

4a, counted in Table 2) where the genotype could not be evaluated unequivocally since the mother’s
decidual tissue could not be separated from the resorptions. No dut –/– embryos were found at these
or further stages. More images of wild-type, heterozygote, and the resorbed embryos at 8.5 dpc or at
9.5
dpc are2019,
provided
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Figure 4. Images of embryos at 8.5 and 9.5 dpc obtained by crossing D47 heterozygous mice.
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To analyze dUTPase protein levels in the wild-type and heterozygous mouse, Western blot
analysis was performed on the total protein extract from dut +/+ and +/– embryos (Figure 5). dUTPase
levels were significantly reduced in the heterozygote as compared to the wild-type (p = 0.019). This

Figure 5. Protein level of dUTPase in embryos at 10.5 dpc from the intercrossing of D47 heterozygous
mice. (a) Western blot displaying dUTPase protein level in wild-type (+/+) and heterozygous (+/−)
Figure 5. Protein level of dUTPase in embryos at 10.5 dpc from the intercrossing of D47 heterozygous
mice. Membrane was developed against dUTPase (upper part) or α-actin (lower part) as a loading
mice. (a) Western blot displaying dUTPase protein level in wild-type (+/+) and heterozygous (+/–)
control.
Blots are marked with black frame and separated with space. Uncut scans are shown in Figure
mice. Membrane was developed against dUTPase (upper part) or α-actin (lower part) as a loading
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are represented with horizontal lines. Every data point is shown, n = 4 for (+/+) and n = 6 for (+/–).
Statistical analysis was carried out with a two-sided Mann–Whitney U test. * p < 0.05.

4. Discussion
The schematic pattern of embryonic development in mice is illustrated in Figure 6. In this
scheme, the timeline of maternal mRNA and protein degradation and the parallel zygotic genome
activation are also indicated [36,37]. Our results showed that the dUTPase knock-out did not affect
the first several duplication cycles and viable blastocysts could be isolated. Furthermore, isolated dut
–/– blastocysts could grow further in in vitro cultures, although outgrowth of both the inner cell mass
and the trophectoderm cells were impaired. However, further development following implantation

Figure 5. Protein level of dUTPase in embryos at 10.5 dpc from the intercrossing of D47 heterozygous
mice. (a) Western blot displaying dUTPase protein level in wild-type (+/+) and heterozygous (+/–)
mice. Membrane was developed against dUTPase (upper part) or α-actin (lower part) as a loading
control. Blots are marked with black frame and separated with space. Uncut scans are shown in Figure
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data for dUTPase levels from Western blot normalized for α-actin. Mean values 11 of 14
are represented with horizontal lines. Every data point is shown, n = 4 for (+/+) and n = 6 for (+/–).
Statistical analysis was carried out with a two-sided Mann–Whitney U test. * p < 0.05.
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Numerous
that leads to increased incorporation of uracil moieties into DNA. Numerous uracil moieties within the
genomic DNA may induce a hyperactive base excision process through the uracil-DNA glycosylase
enzymes [6]. Repair synthesis also occurs in the dUTP-enriched milieu therefore leading to further
genomic uracil enrichment. These circumstances transform the repair process into a hyperactive
futile cycle.
Our results also showed that at the early stages of embryonic development, until the blastocyst
stage, embryos with the dut −/− genotype were still viable. Generally, maternal storages are already
depleted at the blastocyst stage, however, the exact situation is not yet characterized for maternal
dUTPase mRNA, and protein stores. We therefore conclude that viability of the early embryonal
stages might be due to various reasons: i) Maternal source of dUTPase may be sufficiently present
in these embryonal stages, or ii) the repair mechanism relying on uracil-DNA glycosylase may not
yet be effective in these stages. Unfortunately, these aspects are also not yet studied in the literature,
necessitating further detailed molecular investigations.
We conclude that mitotic events may proceed in lack of dUTPase in mice, however, the enzyme
is indispensable for later differentiation stages. Our model will be useful in later detailed studies to
outline the molecular events leading to the observed early embryonic lethal phenotype. In addition,
combined multiple knock-outs of dut and other relevant genes are also expected to provide important
insights into developmental processes.
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(a)
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Figure S1. Sequencing analysis of dut gene from founder mouse #2 and #4. Sequencing results of dut gene from
the mouse #2 (a) show 6 bp deletion and 1 bp substitution (D6, M1), while from the mouse #4 (b) show 47 bp
deletion (D47). CRISPR target site including PAM sequence is underlined. CRISPR induced modifications are
marked with red highlight.

Figure S2. Alignment of the sequencing results from wild type and mouse #4 animals. Sequences are fully
identical at these potential off-target sites identified by the CRISPR/Cas9 target online predictor software CCTop.

Figure S3. Phase contrast images of embryos obtained by crossing D47 heterozygous mice. Homozygous (dut
−/−: 2, 8, 9), heterozygous embryos (dut +/-: 3, 4, 5, 7, 10), and wild type blastocysts (dut +/+: 1, 6) in in vitro culture.
The first column shows embryos at 3.5 dpc after flushing from oviducts. The second and third columns show the
embryos one day later focusing on the trophoblast cells or the inner cell mass (ICM). Scale bar, 20 µm. The last
columns present outgrowths after 4 days in culture (7.5 dpc). Scale bar, 100 µm.

(a)

(b)

Figure S4. Outgrowth assay of preimplantation embryos obtained by intercrossing D47 heterozygous mice. (a)
The images represent homozygous (dut −/−: 2, 8, 9); heterozygous (dut +/-: 3, 4, 5, 7, 10); wild type (dut +/+: 1, 6)
blastocysts attached to the surface of tissue culture dishes and their outgrowth in in vitro cultures for 4 days
(7.5 dpc). Scale bar, 100 µm. Red arrows (a, b, c, d, respectively) show the parameters used for outgrowth size
measurements. (b) Table contains the result of the blastocysts outgrowth size measurements: average size of inner
cell mass (ICM) and trophectoderm (TE). SD indicates the standard deviation. n = 3 for (dut -/-), n = 5 for (dut +/-),
and n =2 for (dut +/+).

Figure S5. Images of embryos at 8.5 dpc obtained by crossing D47 heterozygous mice. Heterozygous embryos
(dut +/-: 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 20) and wild type embryos (dut +/+: 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19). The resorbed embryos (1,
2, 9, 18, 21, 22, 23) could not be genotyped (indicated with „?”). Upper panels show embryos in the intact decidual
tissues. Scale bar, 1 mm. Lower panels present the embryos dissected from decidual tissues. Arrows represent the
embryonic regions (neural fold) and extra-embryonic tissues (amnion, yolk sac) of embryos. Scale bar, 250 µm.

Figure S6. Images of embryos at 9.5 dpc obtained by crossing D47 heterozygous mice. Heterozygous embryos
(dut +/-: 1) and wild type embryos (dut +/+: 2, 3). Right panels show embryos in decidual tissues. Left panels present
the embryos dissected from decidual tissues. Scale bar, 1 mm.

Figure S7. Full-length agarose gel of Figure 2b.

Figure S8. Full-length membrane of Figure 5a.

Table S1. Oligonucleotides used in this study. Restriction sites are underlined.
Sequence (5' - 3')

Name

CTGGTCTGAGCAGGTAACGG

Cel-1-F

TAACGTGCACACTGCAGACA

Cel-1-R

GGTCGGTGCCTCCTCTAG

Dut-gen-F

AATAAGCCTTGCACATCCGG

Dut-gen-R

GGAGATTTTCGGCGGGTAGG

Dut-nest-F

TCCGGTCGACCTGGTCTGAGCAGGTAACGG

pBS-F

CTAGGAATTCTAACGTGCACACTGCAGACA

pBS-R

AGCTTTTACTCATTGCTACTCTCT

Off-1-F

ATTGTGAAGTGTTGGCTTATGGG

Off-1-R

CCCCGTTTCACAGAACCGTA

Off-3-F

CCAAGGACCTAGCCGACATC

Off-3-R

AACAAGAGCTAGAGGCAGCG

Off-5-F

CAACAGCAGCTGGGTGTCA

Off-5-R

GGTGCGTGTTTGCCAGTG

Off-6-F

GAGAGAAGCAAGCAGATGCG

Off-6-R

GTCACTATGCAAGAAGTTTCCTTAT

Off-7-F

CCTACCACGTGCCCTGTAAG

Off-7-R

CACCTCAGCAGTACCAAACAAAG

Off-8-F

TTGATGGTAAATTCTCCTCTCTTCA

Off-8-R

GCAGAATCGAAGGTGGTGGT

Off-9-F

CAGGGCATAGGATACCTGCT

Off-9-R

CAAAGGGAATGCCACTTCTCG

Off-10-F

CGCGCGCACTACTGGAG

Off-10-R

CGAATGGGATGGTAGCAAGT

Off-16-F

TTTTGCTGTCAGTCCGTGTT

Off-16-R

CTTCCTCGCCCTCATCGC

Off-18-F

GAATGAGCGTTCAGCAGTGG

Off-18-R
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